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Description

Title of Invention: DATA TRANSMITTING APPARATUS, DATA

RECEIVING APPARATUS, DATA TRANSCEIVING SYSTEM,

DATA TRANSMITTING METHOD, AND DATA RECEIVING

METHOD
Technical Field

[1] Apparatuses and methods consistent with the exemplary embodiments relate to

transmitting and receiving data, and more particularly, to a data transmitting apparatus,

a data receiving apparatus, a data transceiving system, a data transmitting method, and

a data receiving method, for transmitting a multi-channel audio signal and/or a multi-

stream audio signal in a wired interface environment.

Background Art
[2] Lately, with the establishment of multimedia environments, high-speed wired

interface environments for transmission of various data are proposed. For example,

High Definition Multimedia Interface (HDMI) and Mobile High-definition Link

(MHL) have specified various transmission formats of image data, audio signals, and

control signals.

[3] First, with the development of multimedia environments, studies into transmission

formats for multi-channel audio signals for the purpose of transmitting and receiving

high-quality sound are actively conducted. Up to now, formats for audio channels from

2 channels to 8 channels have been proposed. However, in a future multimedia en

vironment, a transmission format for audio signals having 9 channels or more will be

newly proposed.

[4] Also, a transmission format for multi-stream audio signals for a multi-view en

vironment that allows different viewers to watch different contents through a single

display will be proposed.

[5] In this situation, there is a need for a format which informs a source device of in

formation about audio channels of 9 channels or more, supported by a display, and in

formation about a multi-stream audio specification.

Disclosure of Invention
[6] Exemplary embodiments of the application overcome the above disadvantages and

other disadvantages not described above. Also, the exemplary embodiments are not

required to overcome the disadvantages described above, and an exemplary em

bodiment may not overcome any of the problems described above.

[7] The exemplary embodiments provide a data transmitting apparatus, a data receiving



apparatus, a data transceiving system, a data transmitting method, and a data receiving

method, for providing a source device with information about audio channels of 9

channels or more, supported by a display, and/or information about a multi-stream

audio specification,

[8] According one exemplary embodiment, a data transmitting apparatus includes a

block generator which generates an Extended Display Identification Data (EDID)

block regarding multi-channel audio data, and a transmitter which transmits the EDID

block to a data receiving apparatus, the EDID block includes at least one of a first sub

block representing 3D audio characteristics of the multi-channel audio data, a second

sub block representing 3D speaker placement information of the multi-channel audio

data, and a third sub block representing multi-stream audio characteristics of the multi

channel audio data.

[9] The first sub block may include at least one of a field representing information about

the number of 3D audio descriptors, and a 3D audio descriptor field representing in

formation about 3D audio data supported by the data transmitting apparatus.

[10] The 3D audio descriptor field may include at least one of a first sub field representing

format information of the multi-channel audio data, a second sub field representing the

number of channels of the multi-channel audio data, and a third sub field representing

sampling frequency information of the multi-channel audio data.

[11] The second sub block may include a 3D speaker placement description field rep

resenting speaker placement information of the multi-channel audio data.

[12] The 3D speaker placement descriptor field may include at least one of a fourth sub

field representing information about a channel allocation standard type of the multi

channel audio data, and a fifth sub field representing information about speaker

placement and arrangement of the multi-channel audio data.

[13] The channel allocation standard type may be a channel allocation standard type

regarding at least one of 10.2 channels, 22.2 channels, 30.2 channels, multiple channels

more than 30.2 channels, and multiple channels less than 10.2 channels.

[14] The third sub block may include at least one of a field representing the number of

streams of multi-stream audio supported by the data transmitting apparatus, and a

shortened audio descriptor field representing the characteristics of audio corresponding

to the individual streams.

[15] A data receiving apparatus includes a receiver which receives an Extended Display

Identification Data (EDID) block regarding multi-channel audio data from a data

transmitting apparatus, and an analyzer which analyzes the EDID block, the EDID

block includes at least one of a first sub block representing 3D audio characteristics of

the multi-channel audio data, a second sub block representing 3D speaker placement

information of the multi-channel audio data, and a third sub block representing multi-



stream audio characteristics of the multi-channel audio data.

[16] The first sub block may include at least one of a field representing information about

the number of 3D audio descriptors, and a 3D audio descriptor field representing in

formation about 3D audio data supported by the data transmitting apparatus.

[17] The 3D audio descriptor field may include at least one of a first sub field representing

format information of the multi-channel audio data, a second sub field representing the

number of channels of the multi-channel audio data, and a third sub field representing

sampling frequency information of the multi-channel audio data.

[18] The second sub block may include a 3D speaker placement description field rep

resenting speaker placement information of the multi-channel audio data.

[19] The 3D speaker placement descriptor field may include at least one of a fourth sub

field representing information about a channel allocation standard type of the multi

channel audio data, and a fifth sub field representing information about speaker

placement and arrangement of the multi-channel audio data.

[20] The channel allocation standard type may be a channel allocation standard type

regarding at least one of 10.2 channels, 22.2 channels, 30.2 channels, multiple channels

more than 30.2 channels, and multiple channels less than 10.2 channels.

[21] The third sub block may include at least one of a field representing the number of

streams of multi-stream audio supported by the data transmitting apparatus, and a

shortened audio descriptor field representing the characteristics of audio corresponding

to the individual streams.

[22] A data transceiving system includes a data transmitting apparatus which generates an

Extended Display Identification Data (EDID) block regarding multi-channel audio

data, and to transmit the EDID block to a data receiving apparatus, and a data receiving

apparatus which receives and analyze the EDID block, the EDID block includes at

least one of a first sub block representing 3D audio characteristics of the multi-channel

audio data, a second sub block representing 3D speaker placement information of the

multi-channel audio data, and a third sub block representing multi-stream audio char

acteristics of the multi-channel audio data.

[23] A data transmitting method includes generating an Extended Display Identification

Data (EDID) block regarding multi-channel audio data; and transmitting the EDID

block to a data receiving apparatus. The EDID block includes at least one of a first sub

block representing 3D audio characteristics of the multi-channel audio data, a second

sub block representing 3D speaker placement information of the multi-channel audio

data, and a third sub block representing multi-stream audio characteristics of the multi

channel audio data.

[24] The first sub block may include at least one of a field representing information about

the number of 3D audio descriptors, and a 3D audio descriptor field representing in-



formation about supportable 3D audio data.

[25] The 3D audio descriptor field may include at least one of a first sub field representing

format information of the multi-channel audio data, a second sub field representing the

number of channels of the multi-channel audio data, and a third sub field representing

(sampling) frequency information of the multi-channel audio data.

[26] A data receiving method includes receiving an Extended Display Identification Data

(EDID) block regarding multi-channel audio data from a data transmitting apparatus,

and analyzing the EDID block, the EDID block includes at least one of a first sub

block representing 3D audio characteristics of the multi-channel audio data, a second

sub block representing 3D speaker placement information of the multi-channel audio

data, and a third sub block representing multi-stream audio characteristics.

[27] The first sub block may include at least one of a field representing information about

the number of 3D audio descriptors, and a 3D audio descriptor field representing in

formation about 3D audio data supported by the data transmitting apparatus.

[28] According to the exemplary embodiments, as described above, by generating an

Extended Display Identification Data (EDID) block including at least one of 3D audio

characteristics, 3D speaker placement information, and multi-stream audio charac

teristics of multi-channel audio data and transmitting the EDID block, it is possible to

provide a format which comprising a source of audio channels of 9 audio channels or

more, supported by a display, and a multi-stream audio specification.

[29] Additional and/or other aspects of the exemplary embodiments will be set forth in

part in the description which follows and, in part, will be obvious from the description,

or may be learned by practice of the application.

Brief Description of Drawings
[30] The above and/or other aspects will be more apparent by describing certain

exemplary embodiments with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

[31] FIG. 1 is a view illustrating a transmission timing of a 3D audio signal.

[32] FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing a configuration of a data transceiving system

according to an exemplary embodiment.

[33] FIG. 3 is a block diagram showing the configuration of a data transmission apparatus

of the data transceiving system.

[34] FIG. 4 is a block diagram showing the configuration of a data receiving apparatus of

the data transceiving system.

[35] FIG. 5 is a view illustrating a transport stream packet of audio samples in accordance

with an exemplary embodiment.

[36] FIG. 6 is a view illustrating a transport stream packet of audio samples of another

exemplary embodiment.



[37] FIG. 7 is a view showing a transmission stream format of tan exemplary em

bodiment.

[38] FIG. 8 is a view illustrating a transport packet stream of audio samples according to

an exemplary embodiment.

[39] FIGS. 9 and 10 are views illustrating a transmission stream of multi-streams audio

sample packet according to an exemplary embodiment.

[40] FIG. 11 is a view illustrating a transmission stream of a multi-streams audio sample

packet according to an exemplary embodiment.

[41] FIG. 12 is a mimetic diagram showing the transmission of the speaker position in

formation using CEC.

[42] FIG. 13 is a view illustrating a step in which a 3D audio sample is transmitted from a

Blu-ray disk player (BDP) to a television (TV).

[43] FIG. 14 is a view illustrating a step in which multi-streams audio is transmitted from

a BDP to a TV.

[44] FIG. 15 is a view showing the placement of the speakers for 3D audio channel.

[45] FIGS. 16 and 17 are flow charts illustrating a data transmission method and a data

receiving method according to various exemplary embodiments.

Best Mode for Carrying out the Invention
[46] Certain exemplary embodiments will now be described in greater detail with

reference to the accompanying drawings.

[47] In the following description, same drawing reference numerals are used for the same

elements even in different drawings. The matters defined in the description, such as

detailed construction and elements, are provided to assist in a comprehensive under

standing of the application. Thus, it is apparent that the exemplary embodiments may

be carried out without those specifically defined matters. Also, well-known functions

or constructions are not described in detail since they would obscure the exemplary

embodiments with unnecessary detail.

[48] Multi-channel audio means the audio signal with multiple audio channels. The multi

channel audio is generally classified into two-dimensional (2D) audio channels and

three-dimensional (3D) audio channels. 2D audio channels hold between 2 audio

channels to 8 audio channels, and these audio channels refer to the audio channel

where the speakers corresponding to each channel are placed on the plane. On the

other hand, 3D audio channels hold more than 9 audio channels, and speakers corre

sponding to each channel are arranged in three-dimensional space including the plane.

3D audio, for example, uses a layout of the channels that are defined in TTA (10.2ch),

SMPTE2036-2 (22.2ch) or IEC62574 (30.2ch). 3D audio includes a down-mixed audio

stream as defined herein.



[49] Multiple audio streams is an audio signal including the audio signal identifying and

corresponding to each view in a multi-view environment where over two identical

contents may be watched. Audio signals for each view may be a multi-channel audio.

For example, the Multi-Stream Audio may be a set of audio streams related in the

video stream which is transmitted by using a 3D video format when supporting multi-

view video such as a dual view or quad view game.

[50] An audio for a high-speed wired interface on the basis of the 3D Audio of 32

channels (or more) and multi-stream audio (Multi-Stream Audio) for multi-view

displays will be discussed later. In particular, the changes which will be described

below are included to support the new audio features.

[51] However, the exemplary embodiments may be applied to various high-speed wired

interface transmission standards which include HDMI and MHL standard in the

equivalent range of the technical concept of the exemplary embodiments, so the extent

of a right of the exemplary embodiments may also pertain to similar high-speed wired

transmission interface standards.

[52] The definition of a new high-speed wired interface packet (3D Audio Sample Packet,

3D One Bit Audio Sample Packet, Audio Metadata Packet, Multi-Stream Audio

Sample Packet and Multi-Stream One Bit Audio Sample Packet) transmitted through

the data island period, the packetization process for the packet, and the definition of

high-speed wired interface audio data block within E-EDID to support the discovery of

the ability in accordance with the new features, will be discussed later. The present

specification will be described using HDMI as an example, so the specifications that

are not newly defined in the specification basically conform to the HDMI 1.4b and have

not been changed from HDMI 1.4b.

[53] The content that is disposed with HDMI 1.4b herein, will be replaced by newly

disclosed contents, however, the contents which have been disposed are compatible

with the content described in HDMI 1.4b. Also the newly disclosed contents may be

applied in other high-speed wired interface environments including MHL.

[54] The present disclosure refers to the following.

[55] HDMI, HDMI Licensing, LLC, "High-Definition Multimedia Interface Specification

Version 1.4b", October 11, 2011

[56] The True Audio (TTA), TTAK.KO-07.0098, "Audio Signal Formats for Ultra High

Definition (UHD) Digital TV", December 21, 2011

[57] SMPTE, SMPTE 2036-2:2008, "UHDTV Audio characteristics and audio channel

mapping for program production", 2008

[58] IEC, IEC 62574 ed 1.0, "Audio, video and multimedia systems General channel al

location of multi-channel audio, April 7, 201 1

[59] MHL, LLC, "Mobile High-definition Link version 2.0", February, 2012



[60] *TTA : Telecommunications Technology Association

[61] Overview

[62] Basic audio function includes L-PCM audio stream of IEC 60958 having a sample

rate of 32 kHz, 44. 1 kHz, or 48 kHz. It may accommodate a normal stereo stream. It

may be assumed that there is a high-speed wired interface environment which may op

tionally transmit the audio with audio channels 3-32 in sample rate of 192 kHz. In

addition, it is available to transmit the audio stream of IEC 61937 compressed format

with a bit rate of up to 49.152 Mbps.(For example, surround sound) It is available to

transmit one bit audio in compressed form which is called as audio channels 32 and

DST in one bit audio 2 under the high-speed wired interface environment. Also, the

speaker may transmit a 3D audio stream which may be anywhere to 3D space. The 3D

audio stream may include up to 32 audio channels, and is transmitted in a data island

period through continuous packets. In addition, when supporting the multi-view video

streaming, a plurality of audio streams may be transmitted (eg, in case of a dual- view

/ quad view game with a plurality of audio per a view). In such case, 4 stereo audio

streams may be supported.

[63] Definition of Packet in Data Island Period

[64] Table 5-8 is replaced with Table 1 below in section 5.3.1 Packet Header of speci

fication HDMI 1.4b.

[65] Table 1 Packet Types

[66]



[67] * The layout of packets for the InfoFrames refers to the Section 8.2 of the speci

fication HDMI 1.4b.

[68] As illustrated in Table 1, the new packet is defined in the sections from OxOB to

OxOF. At OxOB, a 3D Audio Sample Packet is defined, and a 3D One bit Audio Sample

Packet is defined at OxOC. Also, an Audio Meta Data Packet is defined at OxOD, a

Multi-Stream Audio Sample Packet is at OxOE, and a Multi- Stream One bit Audio

Sample Packet is defined at OxOF. The present disclosure will describe the newly

defined packet in detail.

[69] In addition, other various exemplary embodiments that do not newly define the

packet as above will also be described in the present disclosure. The packet proposal of

Table 1 is named as the first exemplary embodiment. Various exemplary embodiments

will be named as the second exemplary embodiment, the third exemplary embodiment

and so on. Various exemplary embodiments will be described mainly with regard

to their differences with the first exemplary embodiment.



[70]

[71] 1.1. 3D Audio Sample Packet

[72] The first exemplary embodiment

[73] In the first exemplary embodiment, 3D audio in Linear Pulse Code Modulation

(L-PCM) audio format is transmitted using 3D audio sample packets that are newly

defined. As described above, the 3D audio is defined as audio where speakers may be

disposed at a position each determined by the 3D audio standards (eg 10.2ch, 22.2ch,

such 30.2ch) in 3D space.

[74] A 3D audio stream includes up to 32 audio channels (or more) and is transmitted via

continuous packets in the data island period. Each packet contains up to 8 audio

channels. To indicate the position of the packet within the 3D audio sample, the packet

header contains a sample start and a sample_present bit. This will be explained later.

The following table shows the 3D audio sample packet header.

[75] Table 2 - 3D Audio Sample Packet Header

[76]

[77] Each field contains the following information.

[78] In Table 2, sample_start:[l bit] indicates if sample start is 1, current packet indicates

that it is the first packet of 3D audio samples. In other words, sample_start indicates

the start of the 3D audio stream. Sink identifies the beginning part of the sample using

a sample_start sink.

[79] Besides that, the current 3D audio sample packet is the first packet of the 3D audio

sample. Sample_start = 1 also indicates that it has been completely packetized as the 8

audio channels. However, when transmitting the down mixed 3D audio below the 8

audio channels, it may be packetized only below 8 audio channels.

[80] Also, sample_start = 0 indicates that the current 3D audio sample packet is the

middle or the last packet of the 3D audio sample and that it contains 8 or less audio

channels. Only setting of 5 valid sample_present bits for 3D audio sample packet

exists.

[81] In addition, sample_present.spX: [4 fields, 1 bit each] indicates whether sub-packet

X contains the audio sample or not. One 3D audio sample data is included in more than

two of 3D audio sample packets, and each 3D audio sample packet includes four sub-

packets. Therefore, each 3D audio sample packet header includes a total of four

sample_present bits corresponding to each sub-packet. Each sample_present bit

indicates whether a corresponding sub-packet contains a part of the 3D audio or not.



Further, sample_flat.spX: [4 fields, 1 bit each] sub-packet X indicates whether it

represents a sample of a flatline. It is only valid, if sample_present.spX is set. If there

is no useful audio data that is available in sources, four sample_flat.spX bits are set.

This happens while there are changes in sampler rate or temporary stream inter

ruptions. When sample_flat. spX is set, the sub-packet X still represents a sample

period, yet does not contain useful audio data. Sample_flat.spX bit is only valid if the

corresponding sample_present.spX bit is set.

Adjacent 3D audio samples packets may be used to transmit single 3D audio samples

including 32 channels of the L-PCM audio 9. (Ie, frames of 5 -16 IEC 60958).

Table 3 shows the valid values of Sample_Present Bit.

Table 3 - Valid Sample_Present Bit Configurations for 3D Audio transmission

SPO 3P1 ΞΡ 1 SP3 D escripti on

0 0 0 0 N o Subpackets contain parts of the audio sample

1 0 0 0 Only Subpacket 0 contains one p rt of the audio sample

1 1 0 0 Subpackets 0 and 1 contain two contiguous parts of the audio
sample

1 1 1 0 Subpackets 0, 1 and 2 contain three contiguous parts of the audio
sample

1 1 1 1 Subpackets 0, 1 and 3 contain four contiguous parts of the audio
sample

In Table 3, B.X : [4 fields, 1 bit each] indicates that when sub-packet X includes the

first frame among 192 frames that are composing IEC 60958 block, it becomes B.X =

1. Otherwise B.X = 0.

The 3D audio sample packet includes audio samples packet header shown in Table 2

and four sub-packets. Each sub-packet of the 3D audio sample packet includes a 3D

audio sample data that is defined as IEC 60958.

If the source needs 3D down mix audio stream, down-mixed audio stream may be

transmitted using the 3D audio sample packet. If Sink does not support the 3D audio,

the source may not transmit the 3D audio sample packets. Converting the 3D audio

into legacy audio format is beyond the range of the disclosure. A number of different

sub-packet layouts exist based on the number of the channel. Tables 4-6 below each

show an example of the 3D audio packet layout for channel 12, 24, and 32.

Table 4 Example of 3D Audio Sample Packet Layout for 12 channels

Table 5 Example of 3D Audio Sample Packet Layout for 24 channels



Packet a le_ start N samples Subpkt 0 Subpkt 1 Subpfct 2 Subpkt 3
# V alue an el

Chnl 1,2 Chnl 3,4 Chnl 5,6 Chnl 7,8
0 1

(sample 0) (sample 0) (sample 0) (sample 0)

1 0 24 1 - - - -

Chnl ChnlChnl 17, 1 Chnl 21,22
2 0 1 ,20 23,24

(sample 0) (sample 0)(sample Cf) (sample Cf)

[94] Table 6 Example of 3D Audio Sample Packet Layout for 32 channels (Max)

[95]

[96] FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating a transmission timing of a 3D audio signal.

[97] FIG. 1 shows that a horizontal blanking interval transmits three channel 8 2D audio

signal samples. In a 3D audio signal of the channel 24, one sample is transmitted for

the same period of time.

[98]

[99] Video Dependency

[100] Table 7 shows sample rates that are available for transmission of 3D audio in the

timing of the various video formats that are specified in CEA-861-F the (D or E is

available). Here, it is assumed that 58 TMDS clock period of horizontal blanking

interval is necessary for content protection re-synchronization. 3D audio transmission

may be supported by the 3D audio sample packets.

[101] Table 7 represents maximum sampling frequencies of 3D Audio for 24 bits video

format timing (informative).

[102] Table 7 Maximum Sampling Frequency of 3D Audio for Video Format Timing

[103]



[103]

[104] Second Exemplary Embodiment

[105] Unlike the first exemplary embodiment, it is also available to consider the use of

the related art audio sample packet format by modifying it.

[106] As shown below in Table 8, the reserved area of related art audio sample packet

may be used as a segment__indicator. In one exemplary embodiment, the segment_indicator

may be expressed as two bits. If segment_indicator = 00, it represents the start packet, if

segment_indicator = 01, it represents odd packet among middle packets, if segment_indicator

= 10, it represents even packet among middle packets, and if segment_indicator = 11, it

represents the last packet. Of course, these examples are in one exemplary embodiment, and

packets matching bits may vary.

[107] This structure makes it is available to FIG. out whether the segment is lost or not.

If there is a loss in the segment, there is a plan of dropping the entire "sample Nth" which



contains the corresponding segment or just discarding the lost Audio Sample Packet. Here, a

segment is a term referring to an individual Audio Sample Packet which includes the group

when more than one Audio Sample Packet is grouped.

[108] The layout in HDMI 1.4b displays the information on the number of channels and

samples. For example, one audio sample packet includes four audio samples of 2 channels or

one audio sample of 8 channels. The exemplary embodiments may extend it and leave

layout_ext field in the related art reserved area and display the information about whether to

provide 3D audio along with the layout or not.



[109] For example, if layout_ext = 0 & layout = 0, 1, it still represents the number of

channels and 2D audio samples, but if layout_ext = 1 & layout = 0, it represents the 3D

audio samples. If layout_ext = 1 & layout = 1, it is also available to display the multi-

stream audio samples.

[110] Fields other than the fields which are described specifically with regard to the second

exemplary embodiment, may be the same as the first exemplary embodiment.

[111] Table 8 Modified Audio Sample Packet

[112]

[113] Table 8-1 segment_indicator field

[114]

[115] Table 8-2 retation between layout and layout_exit : refer to table7-6 HDMI 1.4b

[116]

[117] FIG. 5 illustrates a transport stream of an audio sample packet according to the

second exemplary embodiment.

[118] FIG. 5 shows settings of values for each field when transmitting two sample packets

in the horizontal blanking interval in the case of 3D audio of 22.2 channels. The first

packet is segment_indicator = 00, the second packet is segment_indicator = 10, and the

last packet is segment_indicator = 11. Since all are 3D audio signals layout_ext = 1,

and layout = 0. Similar value of a field is shown in 3D audio of 10.2 channels.

[119]

[120] Third Exemplary Embodiment

[121] The third exemplary embodiment also modifies and uses the related art audio sample

packet format, but displays brief information compared to the second exemplary em

bodiment.

[122] As shown below in Table 9, a reserved area of the related art audio sample packet



may be used as a multi-channel_indicator. The multi-channel_indicator displays only

the information on 3D audio of an audio sample packet, unlike the segment_indicator

of the second exemplary embodiment. The information that the layout field shows, is

different depending on the bit information of the multi-channel_indicator.

[123] Therefore, the multi-channel_indicator may be expressed with one bit. If the multi-

channel_indicator = 0, layout field refers to the channel / sample layout that has been

defined in the existing HDMI 1.4b. If the multi-channel_indicator = 1, layout field

refers to the layout that transmits a multi-channel audio sample data of more than 8

channels. The layout field is used to refer to the start of a sample at this time. If layout

= 1, current audio sample packet means that it comprises the beginning part of a

sample. If layout (start) = 0, current audio sample packet means that it does not

comprise the beginning part of a sample. Of course, this example is one exemplary em

bodiment, and packets matching the bits may vary. Fields other than the fields

described with special reference to the third exemplary embodiment are the same as

the first exemplary embodiment.

[124] Table 9 Modified Audio Sample Packet Header

[125] Bit 7 Bit 6 Bit 5 Bit 4 Bit 3 Bit 2 Bitl Bit 0

Packet typs = 0x02 (Audio Sample acket)

Multichannel Layout/ 3ample_prese 3ample_prese Sample_prese 3ample_prese
e er d _indicator start n p3 nt.sp2 nt.spl nt.spO

Sample flats Sample flats Sample flat s Sample flat.s
B.3 B.2 B.l B O

p2 p p O

A u d sample subpacket 0 B y te s)

A u d sample subpacket 1 (7Bytes)

Audio sample subpacket 2 B y te s)

Audio sample subpacket 3 (7Bytes)

Table 9-1 Multichannel_indicator and Layout/start

[127]

[128] This structure has the advantage of having a simple packet structure compared to the

second exemplary embodiment, since it minimizes the changes of the reserved area in

existing audio sample packets, and may indicate at the same time whether it comprises

3D audio or not, with only the audio sample packet.



[129] FIG. 6 is a diagram representing a transmission stream of an audio sample packet of

the third exemplary embodiment.

[130] FIG. 6 shows settings of values for each field when transmitting two sample packets

in the horizontal blanking interval in the case of 3D audio of 22.2 channels. The first

packet is layout=l, the second and third packets are layout=0. Since all packets are 3D

audio signals, so multi-channel_indicator=l. Similar value of a field are shown in 3D

audio of 10.2 channels.

[131]

[132] Fourth Exemplary Embodiment

[133] Similarly, the fourth exemplary embodiment modifies and uses the related art audio

sample packet format, and provides more information whether it provides multi-stream

audio or not, compared to the second exemplary embodiment.

[134] As shown below in Table 10, a reserved area of the related art audio sample packets

may be used as a Stream_ID, and a multiASP_layout. The multiASP_layout has the

same function as the multi-channel_indicator in the third exemplary embodiment. That

is, it shows whether it provides 3D audio or not. Information that the layout field

shows is different depending on the bit information of the multiASP_layout.

[135] Stream_ID indicates the stream number when multi-stream audio is provided. In an

exemplary embodiment, one bit may be used in Stream_ID, and the first stream is

displayed when it is 0. Of course, this example is only exemplary, and packets

matching bits may vary.

[136] When assuming that one view of multi-stream audio holds an audio signal under 8

channels, Stream_ID and multiASP_layout may not be 1 at the same time with regard

to a single audio sample packet.

[137] Table 10 Modified Audio Sample Packet Header

[138]

[139] Table 10-1 Description of Stream .

[140]

[141] In terms of being able to display all the information about the 3D multi-stream audio



and 3D audio using a single data sample packet, this structure has the advantage of

compatibility. Additionally, since each identification becomes available when

transmitting a plurality of streams when placing Stream_ID field and stream identifier,

multi-stream audio sample data exceeding the size of one packet may be transmitted.

Fields, other than the fields described with special reference to the fourth exemplary

embodiment, are the same as the fields of the first exemplary embodiment.

[142] An audio data transmission stream in accordance with a combination of the value of

the Stream_ID field, multiASP_layout field, and layout / start field may be considered.

If multiASP_layout = 1, it represents the transmission stream of 3D audio, and this

time layout / start displays the starting position information of the packet. If Stream_ID

= 1, it displays the multi-stream, and the number of samples and the channel is set

based on the layout/start. For example, Sink which received the packet of Stream_ID =

1 recognizes that multi-stream audio data is transmitted, and at the same time

recognizes the currently received packet as the second stream of audio data out of two

multi-stream audio data.

[143]

[144] Fifth Exemplary Embodiment

[145] Likewise, the fifth exemplary embodiment modifies and uses the related art audio

sample packet format.

[146] As shown below in Table 11, a reserved area of the related art audio sample packets

may be used as a Supports_Multistream, and a multiASP_layout. The

multiASP_layout has the same function as the multiASP_layout discussed in the fourth

exemplary embodiment. That is, it shows whether it provides 3D audio or not. In

formation that the layout field shows may differ depending on the bit information of

the multiASP_layout.

[147] The Supports_Multistream shows information about whether the multi-stream audio

is provided or not. In an exemplary embodiment, one bit may be used in

Supports_Multistream, and the multi-stream audio is provided when it is 0, Of course,

this example is only one exemplary embodiment, and packets matching bits may vary.

[148] An audio sample packet in accordance with the fifth exemplary embodiment may

comprise at most four 2 channels multi-stream audio samples in one audio sample

packet, and audio samples for each view may be transmitted corresponding to each

four sub-packets.

[149] If one view of the multi-stream audio holds audio signals less than 8 channels,

Supports_Multistream and multiASP_layout would not be 1 at the same time in terms

of one audio sample packet.

[150] Table 11 Modified Audio Sample Packet Header

[151]



[152] In terms of being able to display all the information about the multi-stream audio and

3D audio using a single data sample packet, this structure has the advantage of com

patibility. In addition, there is an advantage that it is available to describe all the

features that are supported in one audio sample packet. Fields other than the fields

described with special reference to the fifth exemplary embodiment is the same as

fields of the first exemplary embodiment.

[153] A feature of an audio data transmission stream in accordance with a combination of

the value of the Supports_Multistream field, multiASP_layout field, and layout / start

field may be considered. If Supports_Multistream = 0 and multiASP_layout=l, it

represents the transmission stream of 3D audio, and this time layout / start displays the

starting position information of the packet. If Supports_Multistream = 1, it displays the

multi-stream, and the number of samples and the channel is set based on the layout/

start.

[154]

[155] Sixth Exemplary Embodiment

[156] The sixth exemplary embodiment provides a plan that has modified the related art

audio sample packet format which is similar to the fourth exemplary embodiment.

[157] Therefore, as shown below in Table 12, a reserved area of the related art audio

sample packets may be used as a Stream_ID, and a multiASP_layout. The Stream_ID

and the multiASP_layout each have the same functions as the Stream_ID and the

multiASP_layout in the fourth exemplary embodiment. Information that the layout

field shows, differs depending on the bit information of the multiASP_layout.

[158] However, four stream numbers may be shown when multi-stream audio is provided

since Stream_ID is expressed as 2 bits. Each combination of different bits corresponds

to the view of the different contents.

[159] If one view of the multi-stream audio holds audio signals less than 8 channels,

Stream_ID may not be more than 1 and at the same time multiASP_layout may be 1 in

terms of one audio sample packet.

[160] Table 12 Modified Audio Sample Packet Header



[161]

[162] Table 12-1 Description of Stream .

[163]

[164] In terms of being able to display all the information about the multi- stream audio and

3D audio using a single data sample packet, this structure has the advantage of com

patibility. In particular, more multi-streams may be identified compared to the fourth

exemplary embodiment. Fields other than the fields described with special reference to

the sixth exemplary embodiment are the same as the first exemplary embodiment.

[165] Table 13 displays a feature of an audio data transmission stream in accordance with a

combination of the value of the Stream_ID field, multiASP_layout field, and layout /

start field. If multiASP_layout=l, it represents the transmission stream of 3D audio,

and this time layout / start displays the starting position information of the packet. If

Stream_ID = 01-11, the number of samples and the channel is set based on the layout/

start.

[166] Table 13 Capability to deal with proposed features according to exemplary em

bodiments

[167]

[168] Seventh Exemplary Embodiment

[169] The seventh exemplary embodiment uses 3D audio sample packets which are newly

defined in the first exemplary embodiment to transmit the 3D audio sample packets

and multi-stream audio samples packets.



[170] The seventh exemplary embodiment is similar to the first exemplary embodiment,

but it has more ext_layout fields indicating whether the multi-stream is transmitted or

not. That is, if the ext_layout = 0, it means transmission of the multi-stream audio, and

if ext_layout = 1, it means transmission of the 3D audio.

[171] Sample_start field, sample_present.spX field, and sample_flat.spX field are the same

as the first exemplary embodiment, so an overlapping description is omitted. Table 16

shows the structure of the audio sample packet based on the seventh exemplary em

bodiment.

[172] Table 14 Extended Audio Sample Packet (24Channels Fs=96kHz)

[173]

[174] Table 14-1 Example of Extended Audio Sample Packet

[175]

[176] Table 15 shows the body structure of a packet which follows the field value of the

ext_layout field. As illustrated, in the case of multi-stream, an audio signal corre

sponding to one view may consist of 2 channels, and therefore a single packet may

comprise audio signals for four views. For 3D audio signals, the audio signal for a

plurality of channels may be displayed. Though 32 channels are shown in various

exemplary embodiments described above, the exemplary embodiments are not limited

thereto and may comprise audio signals of more than 32 channels.

[177]

[178] Table 15 EASP packetization

[179]



MaxE t_l a ut Sample_statt
Nu samples Subpkt 0 Subpkt 1 S hp t 2 Subpkt 3

Value V alue C an el
Ch d 1,2 Chrd 1,2 Chnl 1,2 Chnl 1,2
Stream 0 Stream 1 St am 2 Stream 2

0 X 2 4 (Sample (Sample (Sample (Sample

M M M i M i
Chrd 1,2 Chrd 3,4 Chnl 5,6 Chnl 7,8
Stream 0 Stream 0 Stream 0 Stream 0

1 1 (Sample (Sample (Sample (Sample
) M M M

1 0 N 1 - - - -

Ch l N- Chnl N- Chrd N- Chrd N-

7.N-6 i,N-4 3,N-2 1,N
1 0 Stream 0 Stream 0 Stream 0 Stream 0

(Sample (Sample (Sample (Sample

M M M M

[180] Meanwhile, in the exemplary embodiments described above, multi-stream audio

signals may be transmitted by being included in the area corresponding to the area

where video data of each view are located in the vertical synchronization blanking

period. FIG. 7 is a diagram illustrating a transmission stream format of such a case.

The audio signal corresponding to left area of the video signal of each view may be

shown in FIG. 7.

[181] 1-2. 3D One Bit Audio Sample Packet

[182] First Exemplary Embodiment

[183] In the first exemplary embodiment, 3D audio of one bit audio format is transmitted

by using the 3D one bit audio sample packets that are newly defined. As described

above, 3D audio is defined as audio in which speakers may be located anywhere on 3D

space.

[184] The 3D one bit audio stream comprises 32 audio channels (or more), and is

transmitted via continuous packets to a data island period. To indicate the position of

the packet within the one bit audio sample as shown below in Table 16, a packet

header comprises a sample_start and a sample_present bit.

[185] Table 16 One Bit 3D Sample Packet Header

[186]

[187] In "sample_start: [1 bit]", if sample_start = 1, the current packet is the first packet of

3D one bit audio samples. The sample_start is the same as what was described in the

first exemplary embodiment of the 3D audio packets, so the overlapping description is



omitted.

[188] In "samples_present.spX: [4 fields, 1 bit each]", Sub packet X indicates whether it

comprises invalid audio sample or not. If samples_invalid=l, samples of sub-packet

are not valid. If samples_invalid=0, samples are valid. These bits are valid only when

samples_present.spX is set. If there is no useful audio data that is available in the

source, four samples_invalid.spX bits are set. When samples_invalid.spX is set, sub-

packet X continues to show the sample period, but do not comprise any useful data.

[189] Sample frequency information in 3D one bit audio are transmitted by being included

in Audio InfoFrame. (Refer to the HDMI 1.4b Section 8.2.2)

[190] A 3D one bit audio sample packet includes a one bit audio sample packet header and

four sub-packets that are listed in Table 16. Each sub-packet may comprise one bit

audio bit for up to four audio channels.

[191] Adjacent 3D one bit audio sample packets may be utilized to be transmitted between

9 audio channels to 32 audio channels of 3D one bit audio sample. A useful com

bination of samples_present bits for 3D one bit audio sample packets is determined by

allowed channel share. The reason why the 3D one bit audio sample packet does not

hold B0-B3 fields unlike the 3D audio sample packet is that 3D one bit audio sample

packet does not follow IEC 60958 block format.

[192]

[193] Various Alternatives

[194] Meanwhile, 3D one bit audio sample packets corresponding to each exemplary em

bodiment of the 3D audio sample packets described above may be defined. That is,

besides the samples_invalid.spX, 3D one bit audio sample packets may be defined in

the same manner as 3D audio sample packets, and only B0-B3 fields may be excluded

in 3D audio sample packets. A detailed description thereof will be omitted since the

contents of the other exemplary embodiments overlap.

[195]

[196] 1-3. Multi Stream Audio Sample Packet

[197] The following describes the structure of a multi-stream audio sample packet that has

been newly proposed. First, the first exemplary embodiment will be described, and

various alternatives focusing on differences from the first exemplary embodiment will

be described.

[198] First Exemplary Embodiment

[199] In the first exemplary embodiment, a plurality of audio streams of L-PCM and IEC

61937 audio compression formats are transmitted by using a multi-stream audio

sample packet. Each audio stream that is included in the multi-stream audio sample

comprises 2 audio channels (or more). The setting of the sub-packet is determined by

stream_present bit of a packet header. Table 17 shows the structure of the packet



header of the multi-stream audio sample packet.

[200] Table 17 Multi-Stream Audio Sample Packet Header

[201]

[202] In "stream_present.spX: [4 fields, 1 bit each]", sub packet X indicates whether it

comprises an audio sample of stream X or not. Four stream_present bits exist in the

multi-stream audio sample packet header, and each bit is for sub-packets.

Stream_present bit indicates whether the corresponding sub-packet comprises an audio

stream or not.

[203] Since stream_present.spX has substantially the same function as the

sample_present.spX of 3D audio sample packets described above, a detailed de

scription thereof will be omitted in the overlapping ranges.

[204] In "stream_present.spX: [4 fields, 1 bit each] ", sub packet X indicates whether it

shows a flatline sample of stream X. It is valid only when stream_present.spX is

present. That is, four stream_flat.spX bits are set when useful audio data that is

available in the source is not available. It happens when sample rate changes or while

there is a temporary stream interruption. Once stream_flat.spX is set, sub-packet X

continues to show the sample period, but does not comprise the useful audio data.

Since stream_flat.spX is substantially the same as sample_flat.spX of the 3D audio

sample packet described above, a detailed description thereof will be omitted.

[205] When sub-packet X comprises the first frame among 192 frames that includes IEC

60958 block, B.X=1. Otherwise B.X=0.

[206] The multi-stream audio sample packet uses a packet header and four sub-packets that

are shown in Table 17. All sub-packets have the same structure.

[207] The high-speed wired interface environment allows the source to transmit four audio

streams at the same time if it supports multi-view video streaming. (For example, dual

view / Quad view game with different audio for each view). Each audio stream that is

included in the multi-channel audio sample is related to one single view, and comprises

2 audio channels. Sub-packet of each multi-stream audio sample packet may comprise

IEC 61937 block frame or IEC 60958 block frame that is defined with zero or one IEC

60958. Three sub-packet layouts are defined. Table below shows an example of the

multi-stream audio packet layout for two, three and four audio streams.

[208] Table 18 Example of Multi-Stream Audio Sample Packet Layout for 2 Audio

Streams

[209]



Max
Num

Packet # Num samples Subpkt 0 Subpkt 1 Subpkt 2 Subpkt 3Stream s
Channels

Chnl 1,2 Chnl 1,2
2 ch Stream 0 Stream 1 Empty empty

0 sample
/stream (Sample (Sample

/stream

Chnl 1,2 Chnl 3,4
2 ch Stream 0 Stream 1 empty

1 sample
/stream (Sample (Sample empty

/stream
2 a+1) b+1)

- - -

Chnl 1,2 Chnl 1,2
2 ch Stream 0 Stream 1

N mple
/stream (Sample (Sample empty empty

/stream a+N) b+

Table 19 Example of Multi-Stream Audio Sample Packet Layout for 3 Audio

Streams

Table 20 Example of Multi-Stream Audio Sample Packet Layout for 4 Audio

Streams

FIG. 8 is a diagram representing a transmission stream of an audio sample packet of

the first exemplary embodiment.

FIG. 8 illustrates that one sample packet comprises two samples, and may be



transmitted in a horizontal blanking interval in the case of a 2 audio channels sample

packet for dual-view. In case of a 2 audio channels sample packet for quad-view, one

sample packet comprises four samples, and may be transmitted in a horizontal

blanking interval. In FIG. 8„ a maximum of 2 channels of multi-stream audio sample

transmission is described as an example, but multi-stream audio samples with multi

channels of more than 2 channels may be transmitted through one multi- stream audio

sample packet.

[216] In short, the audio for each view is transmitted through a corresponding sub-packet.

Also, multi-stream audio sample data with one multi-channel (more than 2 channels)

may be transmitted via more than one sequential multi-stream audio sample packets.

[217] Multi-stream audio sample packets transmit four stereo audio samples. Each sample

corresponds to a separate audio stream. For example, when high-speed wired interface

source transmits two different audio streams, sub-packet 0 may be used to transmit an

audio sample of stream 0, and sub-packet 1 may be used to transmit an audio sample of

stream 1.

[218]

[219] Second Exemplary Embodiment

[220] The second exemplary embodiment modifies and uses the related art audio sample

packet format, and provides more information whether it provides multi-stream audio

or not. As shown below in Table 21, the related art audio sample packet of a reserved

area may be used as the stream_identifier. Stream_ID displays a stream number when

multi-stream audio is provided. Two bits may be used in Stream_ID in one exemplary

embodiment and a first stream is displayed when Stream_ID is 00, and second stream

is displayed when Stream_ID is 01. Each stream corresponds to a view for different

contents. Of course, these examples are one exemplary embodiment, and packets

matching bits may vary.

[221] Layout displays the information on the number of samples and channels under high

speed wired interface. For example, one audio sample packet may comprise four

samples of 2 audio channels or one sample of 8 audio channels.

[222] Table 2 1 Modified Audio Sample Packet Header

[223] Bit7 Bit " Bit B t4 Bit3 B t2 Bitl BitO

HBO Packet type = 0x02 (Audio Sample Packet)

rese Sample_pres Sample_pres S mpl _p s S mpl _p s
HBl S r a lde iEer Layout

rved ent sp3 ent sp2 ent spl entspO

Sample_flat. Sample_flat. ample_flat. S ample flat.
HB B .3 B.2 B.l B.0

sp3 sp2 spl spO

P O Audio Sample Subpacktet 0 (7Bytes)

SP1 Audio Sample Subpacktet 1 (7Bytes)

Audio Sample Subpacktet 2 (7Bytes)
SP2

3P3 Audio Sample Subpacktet 3 (7Bytes)



[224] Table 21-1 Description of Stream_Identifer

[225]

[226] These structures have the advantage of being able to provide a multi-stream ID easily

by using the existing reserved area.

[227] FIGS. 9 and 10 are views representing a transmission stream of a multi-stream audio

sample packet of the second exemplary embodiment.

[228] FIG. 9 shows that one sample packet comprises four sample data of identical

contents which may be transmitted in a horizontal blanking interval in the case of a 2

audio channels sample packet for dual-view.

[229] That is, one sample packet comprises audio signals of one view. Four sample packets

of four views are transmitted in horizontal blanking interval in case of a 2 audio

channels sample packet for quad-view. In addition, a sample packet of any view may

be transmitted in a row like the exemplary embodiment of view 2, or it may be

transmitted in turns with another view. In FIG. 9, a 2 audio channels sample packet has

been described as an example. However,, the description would the same for a multi

channel audio sample packet of more than 2 channels. In addition, sample data

comprising a fixed number of sample data for each view may be transmitted as i l

lustrated. However, a different number of sample data may also be transmitted.

[230] FIG. 10 illustrates the state of transmitting two sample packets which comprise

sample data indicating 8 channels in a horizontal blanking interval in case of an 8

audio channels sample packet for dual-view. Transmission of sample data on one view

is completed through one sample packet. A sample packet of each view may be

transmitted in a row, or may be transmitted in turns with a sample packet of another

view. For an 8 audio channels sample packet for quad view, it is the same as one

sample packet including sample data on one content and may be transmitted in a

horizontal blanking interval. However, it is preferable if each sample packet of four

views is transmitted.

[231] When Stream_Identifier is used as described in the second exemplary embodiment,

video and audio may be synchronized more efficiently if this information is included in

an audio clock regeneration packet. The following table is a table showing the structure

of modified audio clock regeneration packet for the second exemplary embodiment.

[232] Table 22 Audio Clock Regeneration Packet Header and Subpacket

[233] Table 22-1 Audio Clock Regeneration Packet Header



[234]

[235]

[236]

[237] Table 22-3 Description of Stream_Identifer

[238]

[239] As shown in Table 22 above, synchronization between video and audio of multi-

views systems may be efficiently performed by using information on the index of the

multi-stream in a reserved area of the audio clock regeneration packet. In particular, in

case of a system where multi-views are not displayed at the same time, the structure of

this packet would be useful.

[240]

[241] Third Exemplary Embodiment

[242] The third exemplary embodiment is similar to the fourth exemplary embodiment of

the 3D audio sample packet, and modifies and uses the related art audio sample packet

format. The third exemplary embodiment may provide multi-stream identification in

formation.

[243] As shown below in Table 23, the reserved area of the related art audio sample packet

may be used as a Stream_ID and multiASP_layout. In terms of the Stream_ID and the

multiASP_layout, it is the same as described in the fourth exemplary embodiment of

the 3D audio sample packet.

[244] Table 23 Modified Audio Sample Packet Header

[245]



[246] Table 23 - 1 Description of Stream_Identifer

[247]

[248] This structure has the advantage of compatibility in terms of being able to display all

of the information about the multi-stream audio and the 3D audio through one data

sample packet.

[249] The feature of the audio data transmission stream in accordance with a combination

of the values of the Stream_ID field, the multiASP_layout field, and layout / start field

is the same as described in the fourth exemplary embodiment of 3D audio sample

packet.

[250]

[251] Fourth Exemplary Embodiment

[252] Likewise, the fourth exemplary embodiment modifies and uses the related art audio

sample packet format. The fourth exemplary embodiment corresponds to the fifth

exemplary embodiment of the 3D audio sample packet.

[253] As shown in Table 24 below, the reserved area of the related art audio sample packet

may be used as Supports_Multistream and multiASP_layout. Supports_Multistream,

and multiASP_layout are the same as described in the fifth exemplary embodiment of

the 3D audio sample packet.

[254] Table 24 Modified Audio Sample Packet Header

[255]

[256] This structure has the advantage of compatibility in terms of being able to display all



the information about the multi-stream audio and the 3D audio through one data

sample packet. In addition, it has the advantage of being able to list all features that are

supported in one audio sample packet.

[257] The feature of the audio data transmission stream in accordance with a combination

of the values of the Supports_Mutistream field, the multiASP_layout field and layout/

start field may be considered. The contents of each field value are the same as

described in Table 13 of the 3D audio sample packet.

[258] Meanwhile, in the stated alternative, a multi-stream audio signal may be transmitted

by being included in the area corresponding to the area where video data of each view

is located in the vertical synchronization blanking period. This is described in FIG. 7 as

described above.

[259]

[260] Fifth Exemplary Embodiment

[261] The fifth exemplary embodiment provides a plan that modifies the related art audio

sample packet format which is similar to the third exemplary embodiment.

[262] Therefore, as shown in Table 25 below, the reserved area of the related art audio

sample packet may be used as Stream_ID and multiASP_layout. Stream_ID, and

multiASP_layout each have the same function as Stream_ID and multiASP_layout of

the third exemplary embodiment.

[263] However, four stream numbers may be shown when multi-stream audio is provided,

since Stream_ID is represented with two bits. Different bit combinations correspond to

a view of different contents.

[264] If one view of multi-stream audio holds an audio signal less than 8 channels,

Stream_Id may not be more than 1 and multiASP_layout may not be 1 at the same time

in one audio sample packet.

[265] Table 25 Modified Audio Sample Packet Header

[266]

[267] Table 25-1 Description of Stream_Identifer

[268]



Stream_Identifer D escripti on

00 1 stream

0 1 2 stream

10 3 stream

11 4 stream

[269] This structure has the advantage of compatibility in terms of being able to display all

the information about multi-stream audio and the 3D audio through one data sample

packet. In particular, it may identify more multi-stream compared to the third

exemplary embodiment.

[270] Table 26 shows a feature of the audio data transmission stream in accordance with a

combination of the values of the Stream_ID field, the multiASP_layout field, and the

layout / start field. If multiASP_ layout = 1, it represents the transmission stream of 3D

audio, and at this time layout / start displays the starting position of the packet. If

Stream_ID = 0 1 ~ 11, multi-stream is displayed, and the number of samples and

channels is set based on the layout / start.

[271]

[272] Table 26 Capability to deal with Proposed Features According to Exemplary Em

bodiments

[273]

[274] Sixth Exemplary Embodiment

[275] The sixth exemplary embodiment is a plan that adds Stream_ID in an audio sample

packet in accordance with the first exemplary embodiment. The Stream_ID is the same

as described above, and other fields are the same as described in the first exemplary

embodiment. Table 27 indicates an audio sample packet header in accordance with the

sixth exemplary embodiment. However, Stream_ID is set as 4 bits in the following

table, but it is available to be set as l~3bits or more than 5 bits. Here, the packet type

refers to the packet type that is newly defined.

[276] Since the Stream_ID is used to identify the audio of each stream, unlike the first

exemplary embodiment, the audio sample data for one stream is included in one multi-

stream audio sample packet.



[277] Table 27 Extension Audio Sample Packet

[278]

[279] Seventh Exemplary Embodiment

[280] The seventh exemplary embodiment uses a 3D audio sample packet that is newly

defined in the first exemplary embodiment of 1.1 to indicate a 3D audio sample packet

and a multi-stream audio sample packet.

[281] The seventh exemplary embodiment is similar to the first exemplary embodiment,

but it has more ext_layout fields indicating whether it transmits the multi-stream or

not. That is, if ext_layout = 0, it means transmitting the multi-stream audio, and if

ext_layout = 1, it means transmitting the 3D audio.

[282] Since the sample_start field, sample_present.spX field, and sample_flat.spX are

identical to the first exemplary embodiment, overlapping description will be omitted.

Table 28 shows the audio sample packet structure in accordance with the seventh

exemplary embodiment.

[283] Table 28 Extended Audio Sample Packet(2channels 2streams Fs=96kHz)

[284]

[285] Table 28 - 1 Example of extended audio sample packet

[287] Table 29 shows the body structure of a packet according to the value of the

ext_layout field. As illustrated, in the case of multi-stream, an audio signal corre-



sponding to one view may be formed by 2 channels. Therefore, one packet may

comprise audio signals of four views. On the other hand, audio signals of a multi

channel may be displayed for a 3D audio signal. In various exemplary embodiments

that are described herein, 3D audio of up to 32 channels will be described. However,

the exemplary embodiments are not limited to this, but may be applied to more than 32

channels of audio signal.

[288] Table 29 EASP packetization

[289]

[290] Table 30 presents valid Sample_Present bits.

[291] Table 30 Valid Sample_Present Bit Configurations for Multiple Audio Stream

Transmission

[292] PO SPl SPl SP3 D escription

0 0 0 0 Subpackets contain audio samples.

1 0 0 0 Only Subpacket 0 contains audio samples for stream 0

1 1 0 0 Subpackets 0 and 1 contain audio samples for stream 0 and 1

1 1 1 0 Subpackets 0, 1 and 2 contain audio samples for stream 0,1 and 2

1 1 1 1 All subpackets contain audio samples for stream 0,1,2, and 3

[293] FIG. 11 is a view representing a transmission stream of a multi-stream audio sample

packet of the seventh exemplary embodiment.

[294] FIG. 11 illustrates that the multi-stream audio sample packet may be transmitted in a

sample of two views in one sample packet in horizontal blanking interval in case of a 2

audio channels sample packet for dual-view. The multi-stream audio sample may be

transmitted by including samples of four view in one sample packet in horizontal

blanking interval in case of 2 audio channels sample packet for quad-view. That is, the

multi-stream audio sample is transmitted by including samples of 4 views in one

sample packet. In FIG. 11, a 2 audio channels sample packet has been described as an

example. However, the discussion will the same in the case of a multi-channel audio

sample packet of more than 2 channels.



[295] In the various exemplary embodiments, multi-stream audio signals may be

transmitted by being included in the area corresponding to the area where each video

data of views is located in a vertical synchronization blanking period. FIG. 7 described

above is a view illustrating a transmission stream format in such a case. The

transmission stream format as illustrated in FIG. 7 may also include audio signals.

[296]

[297] 1-4. Multi-Stream One Bit Audio Packet

[298] First Exemplary Embodiment

[299] A new packet for a multi-stream one bit audio may be defined. The new packet cor

responds to a 3D audio sample packet.

[300] When transmitting a multi-stream one bit audio, each sub-packet may comprise one

audio bit for zero, one, or two (or more) audio channels. Multi-stream one bit audio

samples comprise four stream_present bits, and each stream_present bit is for sub-

packet.

[301] If the sub-packet comprises audio samples of each individual stream, a corresponding

bit will be set. Four stream_invalid.spX bits are set when there is no useful audio data

that is available in the source. When stream_invalid.spX is set, sub-packet X continues

to indicate the sample period, but it does not contain any useful data.

[302] Table 31 Multi-Stream One Bit Audio Packet Header

[303]

[304] In stream_present.spX: [4 fields, 1 bit each], sub-packet X indicates whether it

comprises audio sample of stream X. Since stream_present.spX has substantially the

same function as sample_present.spX of the 3D audio sample packets described above,

a detailed description thereof will be omitted in the overlapping ranges.

[305] In stream_invalid.spX: [4 fields, 1 bit each], sub-packet X shows sub-packet X

whether it comprises invalid sample of stream X . Stream_invalid = 1, if samples

comprised in the sub-packet X are not valid. Otherwise Stream_invalid = 0. Bit is valid

only when relevant stream_present.spX is set. Since stream_present.spX has sub

stantially the same function as sample_present.spX of the 3D audio sample packet

described above, a detailed description thereof will be omitted in the overlapping

ranges.

[306] The sample frequency information about multi-stream one bit audio is transmitted by

being included in audio InfoFrame (Reference to section 8.2.2 of HDMI 1.4b).



] A multi-stream one bit audio sample packet uses four sub-packets that are identical

with one bit audio sample sub-packet shown in Table 31. The reason that one bit multi-

stream audio sample packet does not hold B O ~ B3 fields, unlike the multi-stream

audio sample packet, is because it does not follow IEC 60958 block format.

]

] Various Alternatives

] One bit multi-stream audio sample packets each corresponding to various exemplary

embodiments of the multi-stream audio sample packet described above may be

defined. That is, one bit multi-stream audio sample packets may be defined identically

as the multi-stream audio sample packet besides the samples_invalid.spX described

above, and only B0-B3 fields may be excluded in the multi-stream audio sample

packet. A detailed description thereof will be omitted since other contents overlap.

] 2-1. InfoFrame for 3D Audio/Metadata Packet

] First Exemplary Embodiment

] In the first exemplary embodiment, additional information related to the 3D audio

instead of the infoframe as described above may be transmitted by using a newly

defined audio metadata packet. The source transmits audio Meta data in two video

fields at least once, always when 3D audio stream is transmitted.

] Audio Meta data may comprise the number of channels, Audio Channel Allocation

Standard Type (ACAT) , and the channel/speaker of the 3D audio stream. Table 32

below shows the header of the audio Meta data packets that are newly defined.

] Table 32 Audio Metadata Packet Header

]

]

]

] Each field of the packet is defined as follows.

] 3D_CC: [5 bits] indicates a channel count of the transmitted 3D audio. If an audio

channel count (CCO.. CC2) in an audio infoframe does not match the 3D audio channel

count (3D_CC0 ... 3D_CC4) of the audio Meta data packet, the channel count of the

audio infoframe will be ignored. Table 34 shows the audio channel in accordance with



the value of 3D_CC.

[321] ACAT: [4 bits] indicates ACAT that is provided by the source. Table 35 below

shows the value of the ACAT field. Table 36 describes the allocation of the position of

the speaker, when ACAT is set to 0x01 (10.2 channels), Similarly, Table 38 and Table

37 each comprises information for 22.2 channels and 30.2 channels.

[322] 3D_CA: [8bits] shows the channel/speaker allocation for 3D audio. Detailed contents

will be illustrated in Table 36- Table 38. 3 D_CA field is not valid for IEC 61937

compressed audio stream.

[323]

[324] Table 34 3D_CC Field

[325] 3D_CC4 3D_CC3 3D_CC2 3D_CC 1 3D_CC0 Audio Channel
Count

0 0 0 0 0 Refer to Stream

H d er
0 0 0 0 1 2 channels

0 0 0 1 0 3 channels

0 0 0 1 1 4 channels

0 0 1 0 0 5 channels

0 0 1 0 1 6 channels

0 0 1 1 0 7 channels

0 0 1 1 1 S channels

0 1 0 0 0 9 channels

0 1 0 0 1 10 channels

0 1 0 1 0 11 channels

0 1 0 1 1 12 channels

1 1 1 1 1 32 channels

[326] Table 35 Audio Channel Allocation Standard Type Field

Table 36 3D_CA Field for 10.2 channels (ACAT=0x01)



3D C
3D_CA

A Channel Number
(b ir a )

(hex)

7 6 4 3 2 1 0 12 11 10 9 S 7 6 4 3 2 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0x00 FR FL

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0x01 R LS FC LFE1 FR FL

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0x02 BR BL R LS FC LFE1 FR FL

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0x03 TpFC LFE2 TpFR TpFL BR BL RS LS FC LFE1 FR FL

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0x04

ese v

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 OxFF

[330] Table 37 3D_CA Field for 22.2 channels (ACAT=0x02)

[331]

[332]

[333] Table 38 3D_CA Field for 30.2 channels (ACAT=Ox03)

[334]



3D CA 3D_CA
Channel Number

(binary) (h )

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0x00 FR FL

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0x01 SiR SiL FC LFE1 FR FL

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0x02 BR BL SiR SiL FC LFE1 FR FL

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0x03 TpFC LFE2 TpFR TpFL BR BL SiR SiL FC LFE1 FR FL

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0x04 TpFC LFE2 TpFR TpFL BR BL SiR SiL FC LFE1 FR FL

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0x05 TpFC LFE2 TpFR TpFL BR BL SiR SiL FC LFE1 FR FL

0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0x06

serv e

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 OxFF

[335]

[336]

[337] Whenever an active 3D audio stream is transmitted, an accurate audio metadata

packet may be transmitted to two video fields at least once. If there is a start of a new

3D audio stream or there is a change included in a 3D audio stream which may be

displayed by audio metadata packet and audio infoframe, a modified and accurate

audio metadata packet may be transmitted no later than one video frame following a

non-silent audio sample which is first affected. This may occur just before the first



audio sample that is affected is transmitted. In terms of a 3D one bit audio stream,

audio metadata may be transmitted before the firstly affected sample. An audio

metadata packet may be transmitted at any time including the vertical blanking period

or horizontal blanking period within the data island period. When 3D audio is

streamed, the sink ignores CC and CA fields included in audio infoframe and instead

refers to 3D_CC and 3D_CA that are included in the audio metadata.

[338] However, when transmitting the audio metadata described above, the existing Audio

Info Frame is still available. In other words, in the case that audio metadata is newly

used for the channel allocation for 3D audio, audio infoframe is used for channel al

location for 2D audio.

[339] The ACAT in the exemplary embodiment described above has described 10.2

channels, 22.2 channels, and 30.2 channels. However,, the exemplary embodiments

may be applied in a case of less than 10.2 channels, more than 30.2 channels, or

between 10.2 channels and 30.2 channels.

[340] Further, although a metadata packet is not illustrated in Table 38 above, metadata

packet may comprise at least one more field among fields indicating the number of

fields and an entire stream that represents stream identification information corre

sponding to the multi-channel audio data.

[341] Hereinafter, the data transceiving system 1000 according to the first exemplary em

bodiment described above will be described.

[342] FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing the configuration of the data transceiving system

1000, FIG. 3 is a block diagram showing the configuration of a data transmitting

apparatus 100 of the data transceiving system 1000, and FIG. 4 is a block diagram

showing the configuration of a data receiving apparatus 200 of the data transceiving

system 1000.

[343] As shown in FIG. 2, the data transceiving system 1000 includes the data transmitting

apparatus 100 and the data receiving apparatus 200.

[344] As shown in FIG. 3, the data transmitting apparatus 100 includes a block generator

110 and a transmitter 120.

[345] The block generator 110 generates an Extended Display Identification Data (EDID)

block for multi-channel audio data. The EDID block includes at least one of a first sub

block representing 3D audio characteristics of the multi-channel audio data, a second

sub block representing 3D speaker placement information of the multi-channel audio

data, and a third sub block representing multi-stream audio characteristics of the multi

channel audio data.

[346] The transmitter 120 transmits the EDID block to a data receiving apparatus.

[347] The EDID block generated and transmitted by the data transmitting apparatus 100

has been described in the first exemplary embodiment.



[348] As shown in FIG. 4, the data receiving apparatus 200 includes a receiver 210 and an

analyzer 220.

[349] The receiver 210 receives an EDID block regarding multi-channel audio data from

the data transmitting apparatus 100. The EDID block includes at least one of a first sub

block representing 3D audio characteristics of the multi-channel audio data, a second

sub block representing 3D speaker placement information of the multi-channel audio

data, and a third sub block representing multi-stream audio characteristics of the multi

channel audio data.

[350] The analyzer 220 analyzes the EDID block, and processes data included in each sub

block.

[35 1] The EDID block received and processed by the data receiving apparatus 200 has

been described in the first exemplary embodiment.

[352] Second Exemplary Embodiment

[353] Unlike the first exemplary embodiment, to the second exemplary embodiment

changes an Audio Infoframe that is defined by the related art high-speed wired

interface standards. Table 39 shows the audio info frame structure in such a case. CC

field indicates the channel count of transmitted audio, and CA field indicates channel/

speaker allocation information.

[354] A related art CC field has been represented as three bits. However, the second

exemplary embodiment uses two more bits of a reserved area for the CC field. In other

words, channel count information is displayed by using five bits of CC0, CC1, CC2,

CC3, and CC4.

[355] Meanwhile, CEA861-D, channel/speaker allocation information is added to the

reserved area of Table 20. Unlike the first exemplary embodiment, the second

exemplary embodiment does not comprise the ACAT field.

[356] Table 39 - Modified Audio Infoframe

[357] Table 39-1 Modified Audio InfoFrame Packet Header

[358] B t e B it 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

HBO P acket ¾rpe = 0x84

HB l Version Number = 0x01
HB 0 0 0 Length = 1 (0 A)

[359] Table 39 2 Audio infoframe Packet contents

[360]



[361] Third Exemplary Embodiment

[362] Likewise, the third exemplary embodiment modifies the audio infoframe that is

defined by the related art high-speed wired interface standard by extending the second

exemplary embodiment. Table 40 shows the audio info frame structure in such a case.

Similar to the second exemplary embodiment, CC field indicates channel count of

transmitted audio, and CA field indicates channel/speaker allocation information.

[363] The third exemplary embodiment is basically similar to the second exemplary em

bodiment, but it provides a plan to expand the CA field. When one bit of the reserved

area is set as a channel_extension bit, and a channel_extension = 0, CC# and CA#

fields that are defined in CEA861 are used as they are. In other words, 2D audio mode

is supported. On the other hand, in the case of channel_extension = 1, PB2 [7:6] is

used as extension bits (CC4, CC3) of CC, and the reserved area of PB6 is used as the

CA_ext field. Extension bit for 3D audio is used.

[364] In this case, related art CC field has been represented as three bits as described in the

second exemplary embodiment. However, the second exemplary embodiment uses two

more bits of a reserved area for the CC field. In other words, channel count in

formation is displayed by using five bits of CC0, CC1, CC2, CC3, and CC4.

[365] In addition, it may be used by adding PB6 field in existing CA bits (PB4). The

definition of channel/speaker allocation information for audio more than 10.2ch is

added in the reserved area of CEA861-D and Table 20. Extra table may be defined by

standard. Consequently, multi-channel audio transmission may be available since CA

field is expanded to 16 bits.

[366] However, a new 8-bit field may be defined and may be used by replacing the existing

CA field. For example, a new CA bit may be defined by using the PB6 field or the PB7



field. A new CA bit may be defined for the PB7 field and the PB6 field.

[367] Table 40 Modified Audio InfoFrame 2

[368] Table 40-1 Audio infoframe Pocket Header

[369] Byte it 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

HBO acket type = 0x84

HB1 ersion Number = 0x 1
HB2 0 0 0 Length = 1 (0 A)

[370] Table 40-2 Audio infoframe Pocket contents

[371]

[372] Fourth Exemplary Embodiment

[373] The fourth exemplary embodiment combines the second exemplary embodiment and

the third exemplary embodiment. In the fourth exemplary embodiment, the related art

audio infoframe comprises a 3D_CH_present field, a CA field of PB4, and a 3D_CC

field of PB6.

[374] The 3D_CH_present field performs the same function as the channel_extension in

the third exemplary embodiment. In other words, if the 3D_CH_present = 0, CC # and

CA # fields that are defined in the CEA861-D are used at they are. That is, 2D audio

mode is supported. On the other hand, when 3D_CH_present = 1, PB6[4:0] is used as

extension bit (CC4, CC3, CC2, CCl, CCO), and the reserved area of PB4 is used as the

CA field as the second exemplary embodiment. An extension bit for 3D audio is used.

Like the second and third exemplary embodiments, the ACAT field is not defined.

Other contents that are not specially described are the same as the first to third

exemplary embodiments described above.

[375] Table 4 1 Modified Audio InfoFrame 3

[376] Table 41-1 Modified Audio InfoFrame Packet Header

[377] yte t 7 6 J 4 3 2 1 0

HBO Packet type = 0x84

HB1 ersion Number = 0x01
HB 0 0 0 Len gth = 10 10 x OA)



[378] Table 41-2 Modified Audio InfoFrame Packet Contents

[379]

[380] 2-2. InfoFrame for Multi-Stream Audio

[381] For multi-stream audio, a new metadata packet is not defined and infoframe that is

defined by existing high-speed wired interface standard is used. If a plurality of active

audio streams is transmitted by using multi-stream audio sample packets, accurate

audio infoframe may be transmitted at least once per two video fields. In this case, the

audio infoframe may be used to describe the audio features of all active audio streams.

[382] If there are some changes that are included in an audio stream that may be displayed

by the start of a new audio stream, and a plurality of new audio streams, or an audio

infoframe, a modified accurate audio infoframe may be transmitted no later than one

video field followed by a first non-silent audio sample that is affected. This may occur

just before the first audio sample that is affected is transmitted. An audio infoframe

may be transmitted before the firstly affected sample in terms of one bit audio stream.

[383] Alteration of InfoFrame

[384] In the case of the exemplary embodiment (the fourth and sixth exemplary em

bodiments of the 3D audio sample packet, and the second, third, fifth, and sixth

exemplary embodiments of the multi-stream audio sample packet) using the stream_ID

unlike the exemplary embodiment described above, the stream_ID may be included in

an audio infoframe as shown below in Table 42.

[385] In Table 42, stream_ID indicates stream ID of a current audio infoframe, and

stream_count indicates the number of the entire transmitting audio stream. In the

exemplary embodiment described above, the infoframe is not modified as the way of

transmitting samples in four sub-packets composing the body of the multi-stream audio

sample packet instead of using a stream identifier.

[386] Table 42 Modified InfoFrame



[387] Table 42-1 Audio InfoFrame Packet Header

[388]

[389] Table 42-2 Audio InfoFrame Packet contents

[391] 3-1. EDID for 3D Audio

[392] Information in an audio feature and speaker allocation on 3D audio may be included

in EDID using one of the following methods (1) by modifying related art short audio

descriptor and speaker allocation data block, (2) by defining new data blocks in a

reserved area for audio-related blocks from Extended Tag Codes, and (3) by defining

one new data block in a reserved area of HDMI Audio Data Block from Extended Tag

Codes.

[393] For example, an EDID data block written in CEA-861-F (or D or E) may be used to

indicate all of the sink audio features and the speaker allocation support. Sink audio

feature and speaker allocation support are displayed on a series of short audio de

scriptors located in data block collection of the CEA Extension. These data comprise

parameters that are related to each encoding which is the same as an audio encoding

list supported by a sink and as the number of channel supporting formats thereof.

Speaker allocation descriptor may be included in data block collection, and may be

required in a sink supporting multi-channel (up to 8 channels) L-PCM for 2D audio or

multi-channel (up to 8 channels) one bit audio.

[394]

[395] First Exemplary Embodiment



[396] However, when a sink supports multi-stream audio and/or 3D audio transmission in

the exemplary embodiments, HDMI audio data block (High Speed Cable Interface

Audio Data Block) with an extended tag code 18 may be used to indicate a 3D audio

feature, a 3D speaker allocation, and a multi-stream audio feature.

[397] If a sink supports 3D audio transmission, the HDMI audio data block comprises more

than one HDMI 3D audio descriptor (HDMI_3D_AD) with four bytes. The HDMI

audio data block may include one HDMI 3D speaker allocation descriptor

(HDMI_3D_SAD) followed by last HDMI 3D audio descriptor.

[398] When a sink supports multi-steam audio transmission but does not support 3D audio

transmission, an HDMI audio data block may include more than one CEA short audio

descriptor (CEA_SAD) following 3 bytes. CEA short audio descriptor is displayed in

CEA-861-F (D or E).

[399] When the sink supports multi-stream audio transmission and 3D audio transmission,

HDMI audio data block comprises more than one CEA short audio descriptor

following HDMI 3D speaker allocation descriptor. For more information, see Table 43.

[400] The above-mentioned HDMI 3D audio descriptor indicates the support for audio

encoding that is defined in CEA-861-F (also D or E). A high-speed wired interface

apparatus may support a 3D audio format following TTA (10.2ch), SMPTE2036-2

(22.2ch), and IEC62574 (30.2ch). A detailed content of Table 49 will be described in

Table 45. These tables are categorized by the audio format code that is specified in

Table 24 and Table 26 of CEA-861-F (also D or E).

[401] HDMI 3D speaker allocation descriptor as described above may be included in

HDMI audio data block, and may be required in a sink supporting 3D audio. The

structure of an HDMI 3D speaker allocation descriptor is shown in Table 50. Sink

shows an audio ability by indicating a pair of speakers, and sets the corresponding flag.

HDMI 3D speaker allocation descriptor may comprise 4 bits ACAT field, and these

indicate the type of audio channel allocation standard. A detailed content of Table 52

will be described in Table 50. CEA short audio descriptors may also be comprised in

HDMI audio data block, and may be required in a sink supporting multi-stream audio

transmission. These descriptors describe an audio feature of each audio stream.

Maximum channel count is limited to 2 channels on each audio stream, but it may be

more according to the exemplary embodiment.

[402] Table 43 HDMI Audio Data Block

[403]



Byte/Bit # 7 6 J 4 3 2 1 0

Tag cod=7(U e Extended L*= Length of following data block1
T a pa l d (in bytes)

2 Extended Tag C de = 1 0x 1 )

3 NUM_H DML_3 D_AD (= NUM_CEA_SAD(=Y) M ax _S tream_c oun

(if NUM_HDMI_3D_AD>0)
(4)~(7)

HDM_3D_AD _1

(if NUM_HDMI_3D_AD>0)3 *X+ l) ~ 3 *X+4)
HDMI_3D_AD_X

(if NUM_HDMI_3D_AD>0)N * (n+3)
HDMI 3D SAD

(if Max_3tream_C nt- l >0 and NUM_CEA_3AD>0)
(N+4)~(N+i)

CEA SAD 1

(N+ 3 * + l )) ~ -K3*Y+3) (if Max_Stream_C un >0 and NUM_CEA_3AD>0)

) CEA SAD Y

] * The length of the following data block payload (in bytes), 2 + 4*X + 4 + 3*Y

] ** 3 + 4*X + 1

] It is as follows to describe each field of HDMI audio data blocks that have been i l

lustrated in Table 43 above.

] NUM_HDMI_3D_AD: [3 bits] indicates the number of HDMI 3D audio descriptors

] NUM_CEA_SAD:[3 bits] indicates the number of CEA Short Audio Descriptors.

] Max_Stream_Count-l: [2 bits] indicates the number obtained when 1 is subtracted

from the maximum stream count. Refer to Table 44.

] HDMI_3D_AD: HDMI 3D Audio Descriptor.

] HDMI_3D_SAD: HDMI 3D Speaker Allocation Descriptor.

] CEA_SAD CEA: CEA Short Audio Descriptor).

] Table 44 Max Stream Count 1 field

]

] Table 45 HDMI 3D Audio Descriptor for Audio Format Code = 1 (LPCM)

]

Table 46 HDMI 3D Audio Descriptor for Audio Format Codes 2 to 8



[418]

[419]

[420]

[421] Table 48 HDMI 3D Audio Descriptor for Audio Format Code 14 (WWA Pro)

[422]

[423] Table 49 HDMI 3D Audio Descriptor for Audio Format Code 15 (Extension)

[424]

[425] Table 50 HDMI 3D Speaker Allocation Descriptor for 10.2 channels (TTA Standard)

[427] Bit presented in bold letter in Table 50 above is the specified speaker associated with

the 10.2. channels.

[428] Table 51 HDMI 3D Speaker Allocation Descriptor for 22.2 channels

(SMPTE2036-2)

[429]



Byte/Bit
7 J 4 3 2 1 0

#
FLW FR BLC B R FL C FR

PB1 B C BL/BR FC LFE1 FL/FR
W C C

Tp SL T TpFL Tp
PB2 SiL Si TpBC LFE2 L 3 R S TpFC T CpSiE FR

TpL TpR BtFL/Bt Tp BL/Tp
PB3 0 0 0 L Sd LR d BtFC

FR BR

PB4 ACAT (=0X02) 0 0 0 0

[430] Bit presented in bold letter in Table above is the specified speaker associated with the

22.2. channels.

[43 1] Table 52 HDMI 3D Speaker Allocation Descriptor for 30.2 channels (IEC62574/Ed.

1)

[433] Bit presented in bold letter in Table above is the specified speaker associated with the

30.2. channels.

[434] In the first exemplary embodiment, speaker allocation of multi-channel 3D audio

data is described with 3 bytes, but this is merely an example. More speaker allocation

information may be needed for a 3D audio data of more than 30.2 channels, and 3D

speaker allocation descriptor may display speaker allocation by using more than 4

bytes in this case.

[435] Table 53 Audio Channel Allocation Type (ACAT) Field

[436] ACAT3 ACAT2 ACAT1 ACAT0 D escription

0 0 0 0 R erv

0 0 0 1 Refer to 10 2 channels (TTA
Standard)

0 0 1 Refer to 22 2 channels (SMPTE2036

-2)
0 0 1 1 Refer to 30 2 channels (IEC i / d

1)

0 1 0 erv

1 1 1 1

[437] Meanwhile, remaining values of bits of ACAT field may be used by being allocated

in various channel types (eg Dolby, USC, or a format of ITU-R which will be stan

dardized in the future) in accordance with the manufacturer.

[438] The second exemplary embodiment

[439] Unlike the first exemplary embodiment, the second exemplary embodiment modifies



the audio data block. In particular, a reserved area of CEA Short Audio Descriptor may

be used to extend and display max number of channel. For example, it may be

extended by using Byte 1 [7] and Byte 2 [7] as shown in Table 54 below. Thus, 3D

audio may be represented. CEA Short Audio Descriptor may hold a different field area

in accordance with audio format.

[440] Table 54- 1 CEA Short Audio Descriptor for Audio Code= 1 (LPCM)

[441]

[442] Table 54-2 CEA Short Audio Descriptor for Audio Codes 2 to 8

[443]

[444] Table 54-3 CEA Short Audio Descriptor for Audio Codes 9 to 15

[445]

[446] ACAT (Audio Channel Allocation Standard Type) may be set by modifying speaker

allocation data block independently from the second exemplary embodiment. ACAT

may be identified by using Byte 3 [7:4], which is a reserved area of speaker allocation

data block payload, speaker allocation data block for each type may be defined as a

separate new table. The position of the ACAT field may be defined in a different

position within the range of Byte 2 [7:3] ~ Byte 3 [7:0].

[447] As illustrated in Table 55 below, ACAT=0001 may indicate 10.2 channels of TTA

standard, and ACAT=0010 may indicate 22.2 channels.

[448] Table 55 Speaker Allocation Data Block Payload (Refer to CEA86 1-E)

[449]

[450] Table 55- 1 ACAT Field

[451] ACAT description

0000 Refer to EA 61-D(E,F)

00 1 Refer to 10.2 channel
(TTA Standard)

0010 Refer to 22.2 channel
(SMPTE2036-2)

00 11-1 111 Reserved

00 11-1 111 Reserved



[452] Table 55-2 Speaker Allocation Data Block Payload (for 22.2 channel)

[454] Table 55-3 Speaker Allocation Data Block Payload (for 10.2 channel)

[455]

[456] However, the allocation data block of a speaker may be defined differently in ac

cordance with the manufacturer. In this case, a plan of enhancing compatibility may be

considered by utilizing a common speaker placement in accordance with the manu

facturer. Table 56 below shows the SMPTE2036-2 standard for 3D audio of 22.2

channels. Bit presented in bold letter corresponds to common speaker placement of

several manufacturers.

[457] Table 56 Speaker Allocation Data Block Payload 2 (Refer to CEA861-E)

[458]

[459] Table 56-1 ACAT Field

[460]

[461] Table 56-2 Speaker Allocation Data Block Payload (for 22.2 channel)

[462]

[463]

[464]

[465] However, ACAT field is not defined separately in the exemplary embodiment of the

speaker allocation data block payload described above, and classification of each type

(eg 10. 2ch (TTA), 22.2ch (SMPTE2036-2), 13.1 ch (Dolby)) may be available in the

source after checking the position and types of bits that are set in the speaker allocation

data block payload. Accordingly, the number of channels that are available through

modified audio data block may be known.

[466]



[467] Third Exemplary Embodiment

[468] The third exemplary embodiment is not defined in the HDMI audio data block, but

newly defines "Extended Speaker Allocation Data Block" type in the Extended Tag

Code of EDID without having to define a new data block from the HDMI audio. The

size of the new data block will be available up to a maximum of 32 bytes. Table 57

gives an example of a case of 4 bytes. The size of ACAT may be modified based on

the needs of the user..

[469] ACAT is identified by using reserved area (Byte 3 [7:4]), and speaker allocation data

block for each type is defined. The configuration of payload may be the same as the

exemplary embodiment described above. Of course, ACAT field may be located in

different area other than the reserved area as described above.

[470] A remaining bit value of the ACAT field may be used by being allocated to various

channel types (e.g. , Dolby , USC, or ITU-R format that will be standardized in the

future) in accordance with the manufacturer.

[47 1] Table 57 Modified Speaker Allocation Data Block

[472]

[473] Table 57- 1 ACAT Description

[474]

[475] Table 57-2 Extended Speaker Allocation Data Block Payload(for 10.2channel)

[476]

[477] Table 57-3 Extended Speaker Allocation Data Block Payload(for 22.2channel)

[478]



Byte bi 7 J 4 3 2 1 0
t
1 LW RW RLC RRC FL C FR C R C RL/RR FC LFE FL/FR
2 TpBC Tp IL Tp SIR T BL T BR LFE2 SIL/SIR FCH TC FLH/FRH
3 0 0 0 LS dRSd LS/RS TpLS/TpRS BtFC BtFL/BtFR
4 ACAT = 0010b 0 0 0 0

[479] Table 57-4 Extended Speaker Allocation Data Block Payload(for 30.2channel)

[480]

[481] Fourth Exemplary Embodiment

[482] The fourth exemplary embodiment is similar to the third exemplary embodiment, but

it is different in that data blocks are added in extended tag codes after defining the data

block for a speaker allocation standard type (e.g. 10.2ch(TTA), 22.2ch(NHK), 13.1

ch(Dolby)).

[483] For example, the block tag code 19 may indicate speaker allocation data block for

TTA 10.2 channels, the data block tag code 20 may indicate speaker allocation data

block for NHK 22.2 channels, and data block tag code 2 1 may indicate speaker al

location data block for Dolby 13.1 channels.

[484]

[485] Table 58 Modified Speaker Allocation Data Block

[487] Table 58-1 Speaker Allocation Data Block payload(for multi-channel)

[488]

[489] Fifth Exemplary Embodiment

[490] The fifth exemplary embodiment defines an extended audio data block. The extended



audio data block corresponds to the value of an extended tag code. And the extended

audio data block comprises more than one extension CEA short audio descriptor. Each

extension CEA short audio descriptor comprises information on the number of

channels. In this case, the size or the format of each field may be the same as a short

audio descriptor of an audio data block, but it may be defined differently.

[49 1] Table 59 Extended Audio Data Block

[492]

[493] Table 59- 1 Extended Audio Data Block

[494]

[495] Table 59-2 Extended CEA Short Audio Descriptor

[496]

[497] An extension CEA short audio descriptor may comprise uncompressed audio format

code as illustrated in Table 59 above. The uncompressed audio format code may be

defined as follows.

[498] Table 60 Uncompressed Audio Format Code

[499] Uncompressed Audio Format C ode Description

0 0 FCM

0 1 One Bit Audio

10
serv d

1 1



[500] At this time, an extended speaker allocation data block may be defined as the value

of an extended tag code. Extended speaker allocation data block may include an ACAT

field as the following table. A reserved area may be used for extension, or a remaining

value of the bit may be used by being allocated in various channel types (e.g. Dolby,

USC or ITU-R format which will be standardized in the future) in accordance with the

manufacturer.

[501] Table 6 1 Extended Speaker Allocation Data Block

[503] Table 61-1 Extended Speaker Allocation Data Block

[504]

[505] Table 61-2 ACAT Description

[507] In this exemplary embodiment, the payload of an extended speaker allocation data

block is illustrated in the following table. The shaded area is used for speaker al

location of each channel allocation type.

[508]

[509] Table 62 Channel Allocation Compatibility

[510]



B t e it 7 6 J 4 3 2 1 0

PB 1 FLW FR RLC RRC FL FRC R C RL/RR FC LFE 1 FL FR
W

PB2 TpBC T p SI L Tp I TpBL/TpB LFE2 SIL/SIR F CH T C FLH FR
R R H

PB3 0 0 0 LSd/LRd LS/RS TpLS/TpR BtFC B tF L B tF

S R
PB4 ACAT(AucUo channel Allocation Type) 0 0 0 0

[511]

[512]

[513]

[514] EDID/CEC for New Speaker Position

[515] In the exemplary embodiments, a speaker position data block for transmitting new

speaker position information to the source may be defined. The data block comprises

an arranged coordinate value and placement angle value of every speaker that is

connected to the sink. The source may be used in various processing such as down

mixing or object audio coding through this information. Since the value of extended

tag code of the table below is one exemplary embodiment, the speaker position data

block may be used by being defined with several data blocks that are defined above.

[516] Table 63 Speaker Position Data Block

[517]



Extended Tag Type of Data Block
Codes

0 i eo C apability D ata Block

1 Vendor-Specific Video D ata Block

2 Reserved for VESA Video Display Device Inform ation D ata Block
3 Reserved for VESA Video Data Block

4 Reserved for HD Video Data Block

5 l on t y D ta Block

6 .. . 5 Reserved for v =rel blocks
I S CEA Miscellaneous Audio Fields
17 V endor -Specific Audio Data Block

18 Reserved for HDMI Audio D ata Block
19 Reserved for au di - lat blocks
20 Speaker Positiiiii Data Bkck 1
2 1 S eaker Positiiiii Data Bkck 2

22 Speaker Positiiiii Data Bkck 3

23 Speaker Positiiiii Data Bkck 4

3 1 Reserved for au d - lat d blocks
32.. .255 Reserved for general

[518] The speaker position data block may be defined by the following table. Byte [1] ~ [5]

store position information of one speaker. Byte [6] ~ [30] store speaker position in

formation in accordance with the same method. Byte 31 and 32 are defined as a

reserved area.

[519] When using the method of the example, a rounded up (N/6) speaker position data

block may be needed to correspond with N channel since one data block may transmit

a maximum of six speakers.

[520] Table 64 Speaker Position Data Block

[521] e t 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

1 height S eaker id Ang.S

2 Ang.7 Ang.6 Ang.5 Ang.4 Ang.3 Ang.2 Ang.l Ang.O

3 Offset_x

4 Offset_y

5 Offset_z

~io 2 sp eaker p sii i n data

11-15 3th speaker positiiiii data
1≤~20 4 ' speaker siti n data
21-25 5 ' speaker position data
2≤~30 6 ' speaker position data
31-32 reserved

[522] Table 64- 1 Speaker_id field

[523]

[524] Transmission of speaker position information using CEC

[525] FIG. 12 is a schematic diagram showing the transmission of speaker position in

formation using the CEC.

[526] As illustrated in FIG. 12, when the source requests the speaker position of from the

sink, the sink may tell the information about the speaker position.



[527]

[528] Transmitting Speaker Position Information using CEC

[529]

[530] 3-1. EDID for 3D Audio

[53 1] A new data block for multi-stream audio may be defined in extended tag code. The

multi-stream audio data block comprises a Max_stream_count-l field, and a CEA

Short Audio Descriptor area. Max_stream_count- 1 indicates the number of streams to

be transmitted. There are more than one CEA Short Audio Descriptor, and they may be

defined in accordance with CEA861-D.

[532] Table 65 Multi Stream Audio Data Block

[533]

[534] Table 65- 1 CEA Data Block Tag Codes

[536] Meanwhile, the Vendor-specific Data Block may be displayed whether multi-stream

video/audio is provided or not. The Vendor-specific Data Block uses a multistream_in

indicator field. When the sink supports multi-stream, multistream_indicator = 1.

However, multistream_indicator field may be defined in other areas of the data block

as well as HDMI VSDB.

[537]

[538] Table 66 Vendor-specific Data Block

[539]



Byt 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
e

0 V endor- specific tag code(=3) I_en g h(=

1 24-bit IEEE Registration (0x000c03)

2

3

4 A

5 C D

6 pp r DC_40bi DCJOti DCJOti DC_Y444 Rsvd(0) R3CD(0) DVI Du
s A t t t al

7 Max_TMDS_Clock

S L t en I_Latenc HDMI Rsvd(0) CNC3 CNC2 CNC 1 CNC0
_F el y_Fields Video_P
ds _P sent resen

ent

(?) Video_Latency

(10) Audio_Latency

( ) Interacted_V id o_L t en c

(12) Inter ac d_Audio_L atency

(13) 3D_pr 3D_Multi_Present Image_s - - e Rsvd(0) RsvAO) Multistre

ent a _i d c
ator

(14) HDMI_VIC_LEN HDMI_3D_LEN

(if H D M I_ IC_LE N>

HDMI VIC 1

HDMI_V IC_M

(if D _M i _ p e ei t 0 1 or 1 )

3D_3tructure_ALL_l . ί

3D _ r ct _A LL_7. .0

(if 3D_Mul1i_preseiit 1 )

3 _M _7 .

3D_M AS _7 .

3D_V IC_1 3D_3tructure_l

[540] Various multi-streams may be identified by defining the multistream_indicator using

extra bits.

[541]

[542] Table 67 Vendor-specific Data Block

[543]



Byt 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
e

0 V endor- specific tag code(=3) I_en g h(=

1 24-bit IEEE Registration (0x000c03)

2

3

4 A

5 C D

6 Suppor DC_40hi D C O i D C O i DC_Y444 Rsvd(0) RSCD(0) D I_D

s AI t t t al
7 Max_TMDS_Clock

8 L at en I_Latenc HDMI Rsvd(0) CNC3 CNC2 CNC 1 CNCO
y Fiel y_Fields Video_P

ds _P esent resen
ent

(? ) Video_Latency

(10) Audio_Latency

( ) Interacted_V ideo_Latency

(12) Inter act* d_Audio_L atancy

(13) 3D_pr 3D_Multi_Present I age_si M t tr m mode

ent

(14) HDMI_VIC_LEN HDMI_3D_LEN

(if HDMI_VIC_LEN>0)

HDMI VIC 1

HDMI_V IC_M

(if 3D_Mul1i_present 0 1 or 1 )

3D_Structure_ALL_l . ί
3D_Structure_ALL_7. .0

(if 3D_Mul1i_present 1 )

3D_MA3K_7.D

3 _M AS _7 .

3D_V IC_1 3D_Structure_l

[544] Second Exemplary Embodiment

[545] The first exemplary embodiment newly defines multi-audio stream data block using

extended tag code. The newly defined multi-audio stream data block comprises CEA

short audio descriptor area, the length of audio stream, and Max_stream_count field.

Since each field is the same as other exemplary embodiments described above,

overlapping description thereof is omitted.

[546] Table 68 Multi Audio Stream Data Block

[547] Extended Tag Type of D ta Block
C odes

0 Vieo Capability Data Block

1 ndor- cif ic Video Data Block

2 Reserved for VESA Video Display D evice Information Data Block

3 Reserved for VESA Video Data Block

4 Reserved for HDMI Video Data Block

5 Colonmetry Data Block

6 . . . Reserved for vide = lae d blocks

16 CEA M rsc ll an s Audio Fields

17 V nd or —Specific Audio D ata Block

I S Reserved for HDMI Audio Data Block

19 Extended Audio Data Block (includes one or r e Extended Short Audio
D es criptors)

20 Extended Speaker Allocation D ta Block

2 1 Multiple Audio Stream Data Block
22. ..31 R e rv ed for au d - lat d blocks

32 . 255 Reserved for general



[548] Table 68- 1 Multiple Audio Stream Data Block

[549]

[550] Third Exemplary Embodiment

[55 1] Meanwhile, another method using an HDMI audio data block may be considered

similar to the first exemplary embodiment.

[552] Extended tag code is newly defined. As in the first exemplary embodiment, tag code

18 may be used to add extended HDMI audio data block.

[553] The table below shows the structure of an extended HDMI audio data block.

Extended HDMI audio data block in accordance with the third exemplary embodiment

comprises Extended CEA Short Audio Descriptor (ECSAD), Extended Speaker A l

location Descriptor (ESAD), and Multiple Audio Stream Descriptor (MASD).

[554] Extended CEA short audio descriptor (ECSAD) comprises descriptors as much as the

value of Num_ECSAD field when the sink supports a 3D audio function. Extended

speaker allocation descriptor (ESAD) comprises one descriptor when the value of

Num_ECSAD field is more than 0, when the sink supports 3D-audio-channel function.

Multi-audio stream descriptor (MASD) includes a descriptor as much as the value of

the Num_MASD field when the sink supports multi-stream audio function.

[555] The Max Stream_Count - 1 field is defined as the number of maximum stream, which

the sink may receive, -1. Audio stream for each view shows the same audio feature of

having the same coding type and sampling frequency since the audio stream transmits

multi-stream audio with one audio sample packet.

[556] The Num_MASD field defines the number of extended short audio descriptor.

Num_MASD field may comprise up to seven extended short audio descriptors. When

Num_MASD field is 0, it means that this field does not support the 3D audio function.

[557] The Num_ECSAD field defines the number of multi-stream audio descriptors that

are included in this data block. The Num_ECSAD field may include up to a maximum

of four multi-stream audio descriptors. If this field is 0, it means that the field does not

support multi-stream audio, and if Max Stream_Count- 1 is not 0, at least more than

one MASD may certainly be defined. If ECSAD includes of method that is defined as

4 bytes, up to a maximum of 6 MASDs may be defined.

[558] Table 69 Extended HDMI Audio Data Block



[559]

[560] X : The number of ECSAD

[561] Y: the number of MASD

[562] Table 69- 1 Stream Count- 1 field

[563]

[564] The third exemplary embodiment may consider alternatives that are transformed as

follows.

[565] For example, the method of including only ECSAD in extended HDMI audio data

block, and of defining ESAD and MASD using other extended tag codes may be

considered.

[566] In this case, two descriptors that are defined as another extended tag code may be

defined as one separate data block or as different data block. Max Stream_count -1 in

field that is defined in PB3 is included in a data block in which the multi-stream audio

descriptor is defined in the table described above.

[567] Unlike the above, ECSAD and ESAD that are related to 3D audio are included in

extended HDMI audio data block, and MASD may be defined by using another

extended tag code.

[568] The structure of ECSAD is described by referring to the table below. The structure

corresponds to the shaded part of the table.

[569] As shown in the table at the bottom left, this descriptor may currently select only two

coding types of LPCM and DSD. However, other uncompressed audio formats may be

included by using a reserved area of the UAFC field.

[570] The number of channels may be selected up to a maximum of 32 since 5 bits are



allocated.

[571] Table 70 - Extended CEA Short Audio Descriptor

[572] Table 70- 1 Extended HDMI Audio Data Block Structure

[573]

[574] Table 70-2 Uncompressed Audio Format Code field

[575]

[576] Table 70-3 Extended CEA Short Audio Descriptor

[578] However, the following alternative on the method above may be considered.

[579] The table below has extended the total size of the descriptor into 4 Bytes. In addition,

the audio format code was referred to the table that is defined in CEA861-E. Therefore,

all compression / non-compression coding types that are defined in CEA861-E may be

designated.

[580] Since the size of the descriptor is increasing, the number of extended CEA short

audio descriptors (ECSAD) that may be included within the data block is limited to a

maximum of six descriptors. Meanwhile, up to four descriptors may be included in the

exemplary embodiment described above.

[581] In response to changes in each audio format code type, syntax of PB3 and PB4 are

defined in the same manner as the Byte 2 and 3 of Table 45 ~ 49 of CEA861-E.

[582] Table 71 - Extended CEA Short Audio Descriptor

[583] Table 71-1 Extended HDMI Audio Data Block Structure



[584] B yt e bit

PB1 Tag Code=7 (USE Extended Length = total number of extension audio bytes
Tag) following this byte

PB2 Extended data Block Tag Code = 1 t
PB3 Max Stream C ount

u MASD Num E SAD
1

PB4~PB ≤ (if Num ECSAD(X X

Extended CEA S ort Descrip tor 1

PB(N-3)~ (if Num ECSAD(X J

PB -1) Extended CEA Short Descriptor X
PB(N)~ (if Num_ECSAD(X)>0)

PB(N+3) Extended Speaker Allocation Descriptor
PB(N+4)~ (if Max Stream_C ountl >0 and Num MASD(YpO)

PB(N+o) Multiple Audio Stream Descriptor 1

PB(1.-1)~ (if Max Stream_C un l >0 and Num M AS D(Y 0)
PB(L+1)

Multiple Audio Stream Descriptor Y

[585] Table 71-2 Extended CEA Short Audio Descriptor

[586]

[587] The structure of ESAD is described in the third exemplary embodiment.

[588] The structure corresponds to the shaded area in the table below.

[589] ESAD may currently select speaker allocation information of up to a maximum of

30.2 channels. However, other speaker placement formats may be included by using

the reserved area of the ACAT field.

[590] Table 72 Extended Speaker Allocation Descriptor

[591] Table 72-1 Extended HDMI Audio Block Structure

[592] Byte bit 7 6 J 4 3 2 1 0

FBI Tag Code=7 (USE Extended Length = total number of extension audio bytes
Tag) following this byte

PB Extended data Block Tag ode =13h

B Max Stream C ount
Num MASD Num ECSAD

1
PB4-PBS (if Num_ECSAD(X)>0)

Extended CEA Short Descriptor 1

PB(N-3)~ (if Num_ECSAD(X)>0)

PB(N-l) Extended CEA Short Descriptor X
PB(N)~ (if Num ECSAD(X >

PB(N+3) Extended Speaker Aliocation Descriptor
PB(N+4)~ (if Max Stream_Count-l >0 and Num MASD(YpO)

PB(N-H5) Multiple Audio Stream Descriptor 1

PB(L-1)~ (if Max Stream_Count-l >0 and Num MASD(YpO)
PB(L+1)

Multiple Audio Stream D escriptor Y



[593] Table 72-2 Audio Channel Allocation Type filed

[594]

[595] Table 72-3 Extended Speaker Allocation Descriptor

[596]

[597] The following table is ESAD. The shaded part of each table is used in speaker al

location of channel allocation type.

[598] Table 73 Extended Speaker Allocation Descriptors

[599]

[600]

[601]

[602]

[603] The following describes the structure of ESAD of the third exemplary embodiment.

The structure corresponds to the shaded area of the table.

[604] CEA short audio descriptor that is defined in CEA861-E is still used. However, new

format that has partially modified/changed the placement or the size of existing field

may be defined by including each field that is included in the CEA short audio de-



scriptor. This descriptor is included only in transmitting multi-stream audio, and at

least one descriptor may be included when it is being used.

[605] Table 74 Multiple Audio Stream Descriptor

[606] Table 74- 1 Extended HDMI Audio Data Block Structure

[607]

[608] Table 74-2 Multiple Audio Stream Descriptor

[609] B y t e b it 7 6 | 4 | 3 2 | 1 0

F I

PB2 CEA Short Audio Descriptor for each Audio Format Code

PB3

[610] The table below is a table that has newly defined the structure of the multi-stream

audio descriptor. Instead of using CEA short audio descriptor as it is, a new descriptor

is used here.

[611] The number of channels of multi-stream audio is limited to two. Therefore, an u n

necessary channel count field is removed from the descriptor and instead Max Number

of Stream - 1 is defined as 2-bit. At this time, Max_Stream_Count-l that is defined in

the extended HDMI audio data block is defined as a maximum value among

Max_Stream_Count -1 of each descriptor.

[612] Each table shows the descriptors for each audio format code.

[613] Table 75 Multiple Audio Stream Descriptor

[614] Table 75-1 Multiple Audio Stream Descriptor for Audio Format Code 1 (LPCM)

[615]

Table 75-2 Multiple Audio Stream Descriptor for Audio Format Code 2 to 8



B te Bi 7 6 1 S 1 4 1 3 2 i 1
F I 0 Audio Form t de 0 Max Stream unt-1
PB2 0 192 kHz 176 .4 96 kHz SS.2 kHz 4 kHz 44.1 kHz 32 kHZ

kHz
PB3 Maximum bit fate di i d by kHz

[618] Table 75-3 Multiple Audio Stream Descriptor for Audio Format Code 9 to 13

[619]

[620] Table 75-4 Multiple Audio Stream Descriptor for Audio Format Code 14 (WMA

Pro)

[621]

[622] Table 75-5 Multiple Audio Stream Descriptor for Audio Format Code 15 ( extension)

[623]

[624] 4-1. Application Scenario for 3D Audio and Multi-stream Audio

[625] In the following, application scenarios for 3D audio and multi-stream audio in ac

cordance with the first exemplary embodiment are provided. These examples

demonstrate the ability of a sink apparatus for transmission of HDMI 2.0 source, 3D

audio and multi-stream audio.

[626] Scenario for 3D Audio

[627] FIG. 13 is a view showing how 3D audio samples may be transmitted from a Blu-ray

disk (BDP) to a television (TV). This example proposes as follows.

[628] Source (ex. BDP) and sink (ex. TV) are all high-speed wired interface apparatuses.

[629] The source transmits L-PCM 48kHz 22.2 channels audio stream with the sink.

[630] The sink may receive L-PCM 48kHz 22.2 channels audio samples, and may transmit

each individual audio stream to the related speaker. The transmitted video packet is

1080p/60Hz.

[631] The TV comprises compliant CEA-861-F(D or E) E-EDID data structure which may

be accessed through DDC. E-EDID comprise HDMI audio data block by adding it into

other required data block to support 3D audio transmission. The BDP receives HDMI

audio data block and recognizes 3D audio ability of TV described in Table 76.

[632] Table 76 Example of the HDMI Audio Data Block for 22.2 Channels

[633]



Byte/bi 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
t #
1 Tag ode=7 (Use Extended Tag! L=10(1 010b)
2 Extended Tag C de = 18(0x12)

3 NUM HDMI 3D AD==001 b NUM CEA 3AD==000b Max Stream C ountl
=oob

4 0 0 0 0 Audio Format Code = 1

0 0 0 Max Number of channels - 1 = 23 (10 111b)

0 192 kHZ 17 .4 9 6 kHz SS 2 kHz 4S kHz 44 1 32 kHz

) kHz (1) (1) G) kHz (1)

( ) G)
7 0 0 0 0 0 24 bit 20 16 bit

bit

S FLW RW LC E RC FLC FRC BC BL/BR FC LFE1 FL/FR

(0) ) CO (1) (1) G) G) (1)
9 TpSIL/TpSIR SIL/SIR TpBC LFE L R TpFC TpC TpFL/TpFR

(1) (1) CO (1) ) G) G) (1)
10 0 0 0 L V R d TpLS/TpRS BtFL B t R BtFC TpBL/TpBR

(0) G) G) ( 1 )

11 ACAT=2(001 b) 0 0 0 0

[634] Bytes 1, 2, and 3 show the header of the HDMI audio data block.

NUM_HDMI_3D_AD indicates that it supports 3D audio transmission by being set to

1. NUM_CEA_SAD, and Max_Stream_Count- 1 are set to 0 because BDP does not

handle multi-stream audio on the scenario.

[635] Bytes 4, 5, 6, and 7 include HDMI 3D audio descriptors that describe the features of

the 3D audio of TV. Audio format code, Maximum number of channels -1, sampling

frequency, and sample size are defined.

[636] Bytes 8, 9, 10, and 11 include the HDMI 3D speaker allocation descriptor that

describes the active speaker for 22.2. channels (SM PTE 2036-2).

[637] The BDP transmits audio infoframe and audio metadata packets after receiving EDID

from the TV. In this case, the channel count and channel/speaker allocation in

formation are transmitted by using an audio metadata packet instead of using audio

infoframe.

[638] 3D_CC and 3D_CA that are included in the audio metadata packet each describe

channel count and channel/speaker allocation information for 22.2 channels audio

stream. Table 77 shows an example of an audio infoframe payload for 22.2 channels

audio transmission. Table 78 also shows the payload of audio metadata packet for 22.2

channels audio transmission.

[639] Table 77 Example of the Audio InfoFrame Payload for 22.2 Channels

[640]



[641] Table 78 - Audio Metadata Packet payload

[642]

[643] The BDP transmits 22.2 channels of audio samples through a 3D audio sample

packet. Each 3D audio sample packet supports up to 8 audio channels, therefore three

consecutive 3D audio sample packets are needed to transmit 22.2 channels audio

sample. Sample_start is used to specify the first 3D audio sample packet. As shown in

Tables 79- 81, three 3D audio sample packets may be defined in this exemplary em

bodiment.

[644] Table 79 Example of First 3D Audio Sample Packet for 22.2 Channels

[645] Byte it 7 6 4 3 2 1 0

HBO 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1

H B 1 0 0 0 Sample Sample_ Sample_ Sample_ S ample_
Start (1) Pr nt P en t P en t P ent

sp3 sp2 spl spO

(1) G) G) (1)
HB2 B 3 B 2 B 1 B 0 Sample fla Sample f Sample f ample f

t s 3 0) lat lat spl lat
sp2( 0 )

SB0-SB2 Channel 1 Sample N
SB3~SBJ Channel 2 Sample N

Ξ Β PCUV of Ch 2 PCUV of Ch 1
S B7~ B Channel 3 Sample N

10 12 Channel 4 Sample N

3B13 PCUV of Ch 4 PCUV of Ch 3
B 14 B 1 " Channel 5 Sample N

SB17~SB 1 Channel 6 ! Sample N

3B20 PCUV of Ch 6 PCUV of Ch J
SB2 1-SB23 Channel 7 Sample N
SB 24 SB2 Channel S Sample N

3B27 PCUV of Ch S PCUV of Ch 7

[646] Table 80 Example of Second 3D Audio Sample Packet for 22.2 Channels

[647]



[648] Table 8 1 Example of Third 3D Audio Sample Packet for 22.2 Channels

[649]

[650] 4-2. Example of Scenario for Multi-stream Audio

[651] FIG. 14 is a view showing how multi-stream audio is transmitted from the BDP to

the TV. It proposes the example below.

[652] Source (for example, the BDP) and sink (for example, the TV) are all high-speed

wired interface apparatuses. The source / sink enter into dual view game mode. The

source transmits two audio streams of each view. The sink may transmit two audio

streams to two different headphones. For example, a video format that is transmitted is

HDMI 3D 1080p/60Hz.

[653] The TV includes the E-EDID data structure conforms C EA-861-F (also E or D)

which can be accessed via the DDC. In order to support multiple audio streams, in

addition to other required data blocks, E-EDID is available to include a block of HDMI

audio data. The BDP receives the HDMI audio data blocks, recognizes the ability of

the TV audio multi-stream, such as described in table 76. The TV comprises CEA-

861-F (also D or E) compliant E-EDID data structure) which may be accessed through



the DDC. In order to support multi-stream audio, E-EDID may include a HDMI audio

data block by adding it to another required data block. The BDP receives the HDMI

audio data block and recognizes multi-stream audio ability of the TV that is the same

as described in Table 76.

[654] Table 82 Example of HDMI Audio Data Block for Two Audio Streams

[655]

[656] Bytes 1, 2, and 3 show the header of HDMI audio data block. NUM_CEA_SAD is

set to 2, it is because the sink supports two types of audio format code for multi-stream

audio. Max_Stream_Count- 1 is set to 1, because sink may handle two independent

audio streams described above. NUM_HDMI_3D_A is set to 0, because the BDP does

not handle 3D audio transmission on the scenario.

[657] Bytes 4, 5, and 6 include the first CEA short audio descriptors that describe audio

features. In the case of multi-stream audio transmission, maximum channel count is

limited to 2. For these reasons, Max Number of channels- 1 will be 1.

[658] Bytes 7, 8, and 9 include the second CEA short audio descriptors that describe audio

features. Max Number of channels- 1 will be 1 as described above. After receiving the

EDID from the TV, the BDP may transmit audio infoframe to the TV. In contrast with

the 3D audio transmission scenario, CC and CA each may be used to transmit channel

count and channel/speaker allocation information. That is, audio metadata packet may

not be used for multi-stream audio transmission. Table 83 shows an example of audio

infoframe payload for transmitting two audio streams.

[659] Table 83 Example of Audio InfoFrame Payload for Two Audio Streams

[660]



[661] The BDP transmits the multi-stream audio sample packet including stereo audio

samples for two independent audio streams. That is, the first sub-packet includes the

stereo audio sample of the first audio stream, and the second sub-packet comprises the

stereo audio sample of the second audio stream. In this example, multi-stream audio

sample packet may be defined as shown in Table 84.

[662] Table 84 Example of Multi-stream Audio Sample Packet for Two Audio Streams

[663]

[664] 3D Audio Speaker Replacement and Channel Allocation

[665] In the following, the speaker placement and channel allocation information for 3D

audio transmission are provided.

[666] FIG. 15 is a view showing a speaker placement for channel of 3D audio.

[667] In the case of 30.2 channels standard type of IEC among examples that are described

in Table 85, FL indicates front left speaker, FR indicates front right speaker, LFF

indicates low frequency effect 1 speaker, FC indicates front center speaker, BL

indicates back left speaker, BR as back right speaker, FLW as front left wide speaker,

FRW as front right wide speaker, TpFL as top front left speaker, TpFR as top front

right speaker, BC as back center speaker, LS as left surround speaker, RS as right



surround speaker, LFE2 as low frequency effect 2 speaker, FLC as front left center

speaker, FRC as front right center speaker, TpFC as top front center speaker, TpC as

top center speaker, SiL as side left speaker, SiR as side right speaker, TpBL as top

back left speaker, TpBR as top back right speaker, TpSiL as top side left speaker,

TpSiR as top side right speaker, BtFC as bottom front center speaker, BtFL as bottom

front left speaker, BtFR as bottom front right speaker, TpBC as top back center

speaker, TpLS as top left surround speaker, TpRS as top right surround speaker, LSd

as left surround direct speaker, and RSd as right surround direct speaker.

[668] However, the name of the speaker may differ in accordance with types of standards.

For example, front center speaker may be written as FC in the IEC standard described

above, but front center speaker may be written as C in TTA standard. Various speaker

names may exist besides the names that are illustrated in the tables below. That is, the

contents illustrated in the table below and in FIG. 15 are only one exemplary em

bodiment, and speaker and channel allocation may be described differently.

[669] However, 3D audio data in which multi-channels are supported has a common

feature of having different speakers for each upper part, center part, lower part area of

3D space, unlike 2D audio data. Examples of spatial placement of these speakers are

described in FIG. 15.

[670] Table 85 Audio Channel Description & Abbreviation Comparison

(CEA/TTA/SMPTE/IEC)



Abbrev t n D esctiption
CEA_ 1 TTA(10 .2 ch) SMPTE IEC (30 . h)

(22 .2 h)

FL L FL FL Front left
FR R FR FR F nt right

LFE LFE1 LFE1 LFE1 Low Frequency
Effect 1

FC C FC FC Front center
RL LB E!L BL ck Left
RR RB BR BR Back Right

FLW FLW Front L ft Wide
FRW FRW Front Right Wide
FLH LH TpFL TpFL Top Front Left
FRH RH TpFR TpFR Top Front right
RC BC BC Back Center

LS LS Left Surround

R3 R3 Right Surround
LFE2 LFE2 LFE2 Low Frequency

Effect 2
FLC FLC FLC Front Left center
FRC FRC FRC F nt ri ht

Center
RLC Rear Left Center
RRC Rear Right

Center
FCH TpFC TpFC Top Front Center
T TpC TpC Top enter

SiL SiL Side Left

SiR SiR Side Right
TpBL TpBL Top ck Left
TpBR TpBR Top Back Right

TpSiL TpSiL Top Side Left
TpSiR TpSiR Top Side Right
BtFC BtFC Bottom Front

Center
BtFL BtFL Bottom Front

Left
FR BtFR Bottom Front

Right
CH TpBC TpBC Top B ack Center

TpLS Top L ft
Surround

TpRS Top right
Surround

LSd Left surround
direct

RSd Right Surround
direct

[672] 5. Data Transmitting Method and Data Receiving Method

[673] Hereinafter, a data transmitting method and a data receiving method based on the

format according to the first exemplary embodiment described in paragraph 3.1 will be

described with reference to FIGS. 16 and 17.

[674] FIGS. 16 and 17 are flowcharts showing the data transmitting method and the data

receiving method.

[675] First, referring to FIG. 16, the data transmitting method includes operation S1610 of

generating an EDID block regarding multi-channel audio data, and operation SI620 of

transmitting the EDID block to a data receiving apparatus. The EDID block includes at

least one of a first sub block representing 3D audio characteristics of the multi-channel

audio data, a second sub block representing 3D speaker placement information of the



multi-channel audio data, and a third sub block representing multi-stream audio char

acteristics of the multi-channel audio data.

[676] The individual operations have been described in the first exemplary embodiment in

paragraph 3.1, and accordingly, a repeated description will be omitted.

[677] Referring to FIG. 17, the data receiving method includes operation S17 10 of

receiving an EDID block regarding multi-channel audio data from a data transmitting

apparatus, and operation S1720 of analyzing the EDID block. The EDID block

includes at least one of a first sub block representing 3D audio characteristics of the

multi-channel audio data, a second sub block representing 3D speaker placement in

formation of the multi-channel audio data, and a third sub block representing multi-

stream audio characteristics of the multi-channel audio data.

[678] The individual operations have been described in the first exemplary embodiment in

paragraph 3.1, and accordingly, a repeated description will be omitted.

[679] 6. Multi-audio

[680] Supporting of multi-audio may be conducted under high-speed wired interface en

vironment. The multi- audio environment means an environment that supports multi-

audio for one content. For example, if two users are playing a game with the same

screen then each user should receive different audio. In the following, transmission

packet structure of a sink apparatus and a source apparatus is described when multi-

audio is supported as described above.

[681] 6.1. Audio Sample Packet Modification Plan

[682] The first exemplary embodiment

[683] As shown below in the table, the structure of multi-stream audio sample packet may

be utilized.

[684] Table 86 - Multi-Stream Audio Sample Packet

[685]

[686] "MS_Layout" field for transmission of Multi- Audio for each view is newly defined

in the header, but still Multi-Stream ASP structure is used. It is defined so that the

layout structure of a sub-packet may differ in accordance with the MS_Layout field

value. Additional information on each audio stream is transmitted through InfoFrame,

Audio Metadata Packet, or newly defined audio description packet in the structure of

transmitting multi-audio. The definition of the remaining field is the same as described

in the defined Multi-Stream ASP.



[687] The below table indicates MS_Layout value.

[688] Table 87 - MS_Layout

[690] * In dual views, audio data for left bank (content 1) is transmitted through sub-packet

0 and 1, and audio data for right bank (content 2) is transmitted through sub-packets 2

and 3. Up to two samples per each audio data may be transmitted to one multi-stream.

[691] ** Multi-audio for single view may be transmitted through sub-packets 0-3. Multi-

stream ASP may transmit only audio data for one single view. For example, only audio

signals for the left bank may be transmitted in case of 3D video. Up to a maximum of

four multi-audio data for one single view may be transmitted.

[692] *** Audio data on left bank (content 1) may be transmitted through sub-packets 0

and 1 in the case of dual view multi-audio. Sub-packets 0 and 1 hold two different

audio streams. For example, one stream comprises Korean audio data and other stream

comprises English audio stream.

[693] However, the exemplary embodiment described above is only an exemplary em

bodiment, and the number of sub-packet for describing audio data may be extended. In

addition, the order of sub-packet may be included differently from the above.

[694] The second exemplary embodiment

[695] The second exemplary embodiment is a plan of defining new ASP apart from Multi-

Stream ASP as the below table and using new ASP only for multi-audio.

[696] Table 88 - Multi-Audio Audio Sample Packet

[697]

[698] The second exemplary embodiment defines a new packet apart from the Multi-

Stream ASP and uses the new packet for transmission of multi-audio data for each

view. However, the new packet may not be used in 3D Video format and may be used

only when single video is transmitted. Sample data of one type of audio stream may be

transmitted per each sub-packet and different types of audio stream may be used per

sub-packet. In this case, a maximum of four audio steam sample data may be



transmitted simultaneously in terms of single video. Additional information for each

audio stream is transmitted through InfoFrame, Audio Metadata Packet, or (newly

defined) Audio Description Packet.

[699] The third exemplary embodiment

[700] The third exemplary embodiment is a plan that uses multi-stream ASP structure

which has defined AS_ID (Audio stream Identifier) field as the below table.

[701] Table 89 - Multi-Audio Audio Sample Packet

[702]

[703] Each ASP transmits only one type of audio stream sample data. For dual-view, one

ASP will transmit an audio data of any one of content (left or right). For quad-view,

one ASP will transmit audio stream that is related to one view (content) among left

odd, left even, right odd, or right even view (contents).

[704] When transmitting multi-audio for each view, one ASP will transmit sample data of

an audio stream corresponding to AS_ID among more than one audio stream that is

related to left view (or right view). Additional information on which audio stream is an

audio stream of which view that is transmitted from each ASP may be figured out

through InfoFrame, Audio Metadata Packet, or (newly defined) Audio Description

Packet.

[705] As an another alternative to this plan, there may be a method of defining differently

by allocating different packet types in multi-stream audio and multi-audio ASP for

each single view. Here, two ASP structures may be identical or may be different in

some fields, but "AS_ID" field may certainly be included in both.

[706]

[707] The fourth exemplary embodiment

[708] The fourth exemplary embodiment is an improvement over the third exemplary em

bodiment, and distinguishes ID at two levels as the below table. That is, AS_ID is

defined by dividing into AS_Major_ID and AS_Minor_ID.

[709] Table 90 - Multi-Audio Audio Sample Packet

[710]



Byte/Bit # 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

HBO F' . l ÷t T ÷ = E ≡ '-' N ÷ . l. ÷fi ÷ ÷t t p÷.

HB1 A3 Maj r I AS Minor I S ample_p Sample_pre Sample_prese S mpl _pr en
D D resent. sp3 sent sp2 nt spl spO

HB2 B3 B2 B l B O Sample Sample S ample _ l t Sample _flat
_fl t sp3 _flat sp2 sp 1 spO

PB0 PB Subpacket 0

PB7-PB1 3 Subpacket 1

PB14-PB2 Subpacket 2
0

PB2 1-PB2 Subpacket 3
7

[711] Each ASP transmits only one type of audio stream sample data. For dual-view, one

ASP will transmit an audio data of any one of content (left or right). For quad-view,

one ASP will transmit audio stream that is related to one view (content) among left

odd, left even, right odd, or right even view (contents).

[712] When transmitting multi-audio for each view, one ASP will transmit sample data of

an audio stream corresponding to AS_ID among more than one audio stream that is

related to left view (or right view). Additional information on which audio stream is an

audio stream of which view that is transmitted from each ASP may be figured out

through InfoFrame, Audio Metadata Packet, or (newly defined) Audio Description

Packet.

[713] As an another alternative to this plan, there may be a method of defining differently

by allocating different packet types in multi-stream audio and multi-audio ASP for

each single view. Here, two ASP structures may be identical or may be different in

some fields, but "AS_ID" field may certainly be included in both.

[714]

[715] The fourth exemplary embodiment

[716] The fourth exemplary embodiment is an improvement over the third exemplary em

bodiment, and distinguishes ID at two levels as the below table. That is, AS_ID is

defined by dividing into AS_Major_ID and AS_Minor_ID.

[717] Table 90 - Multi-Audio Audio Sample Packet

[718] AS_ Major_ID is an ID that identifies multi-stream audio, and AS_Minor_ID is an

ID that identifies multi-audio for each view. AS_Major_ID is an ID of higher level and

AS_Minor_ID is defined per each value of AS_Major_ID.

[719] The below table describes definition per each ID value.

[720]

[72 1] Table 91 - AS_Major_ID and AS_Minor_ID fields

[722]



AS_Maj r_I D AS_Minor_ID D ascription

0 0 0 0 1 audio stream Left Odd view

0 0 0 1 2 audio stream Left Odd view

0 0 1 3 audio stream Left O dd view

0 0 1 1 4 audio stream Left O dd view

0 1 0 1 audio stream Right Odd view

0 1 1 2 audio stream Right Odd view

0 1 1 3 audio stream Right O dd view

0 1 1 1 4 audio stream Right Odd view

1 0 0 1 audio stream Left Even view

1 0 1 2 audio stream Left Even view

1 1 3 audio stream Left Even view

1 1 1 4 audio stream Left Even view

1 1 0 1 audio stream Right Even view

1 1 1 2 audio stream Right Even view

1 1 1 3 audio stream Right Even view

1 1 1 1 4 audio stream Right Even view

[723] As an another alternative to this plan, there may be a method of defining seperately

by allocating different packet type in multi-stream audio and multi-audio ASP for each

view. Here, two ASP structures may be identical or may be different in some fields,

but "AS_Major_ID" and "AS_Minor_ID" fields may certainly be included in both.

[724]

[725] 6-2. Signaling data modification plan - 1

[726] The first exemplary embodiment.

[727] The first exemplary embodiment comprises a field (MS_Audio_Type) indicating

whether multi-stream audio is transmitted to audio metadata packet or not, a field

(Aux_Audio) indicating whether multi-audio data for each view is transmitted or not,

and more than one audio/video mapping information (A/V Mapping Descriptor).

[728] Table 92 - Audio Metadata Packet Header

[729]

[730] Table 93 - Audio Metadata Packet Contents

[731]

[732] MS_Audio_Type indicates whether multi-stream audio is transmitted or not as

described above. Field value is shown as the below table.

[733] Table 94 - MS_Audio_Type field



[734]

[735] That is, it is described to transmit two audio streams for dual-view when the value of

the field is 01, three audio streams for tri-view when the value is 10, and four audio

streams for quad-view.

[736] When the field value of Aux_Audio is 1 in the audio metadata packet, it means that

more than two audio streams are being transmitted from any view. If the value is 0, it

means that all views are transmitting only one audio stream.

[737] Num_AV_Mapping_Descriptor means the number of AV Mapping Descriptor that is

to be described after the byte in which this field belongs to.

[738] AV Mapping Descriptor comprises information showing which view of video of

audio data each audio stream includes. AV Mapping Descriptors that are described in

order correspond to Audio Stream ID (or Subpacket number) according to the order.

That is, the first AV Mapping Descriptor becomes a descriptor on audio stream that is

transmitted through ASP with 0 of Audio Stream ID value, when ASP uses Audio

Stream ID. When ASP uses a structure that identifies multi-stream audio with sub-

packet unit in similar way, the first AV Mapping Descriptor becomes a descriptor on

audio stream that is transmitted through sub-packet 0. A detail structure of AV

Mapping Descriptor is as follows.

[739] Table 95 - A V Mapping Descriptor

[740]

[741] Audio stream in which LO is set to 1 means audio data of Left View (the first content

of Dual View) or Left Odd View (the first content of Quad View).

[742] Audio stream in which RO is set to 1 means audio data of Right View (the second

content of Dual View) or Right Odd View (the third content of Quad View).

[743] Audio stream in which LES is set to 1 means audio data of Left Even View (the

second content of Quad View). ( This field is set to 0 in Dual View)

[744] Audio stream in which RE is set to 1 means audio data of Right Even View (the

fourth content of Quad View). ( This field is set to 0 in Dual View)

[745]

[746] The second exemplary embodiment

[747] The second exemplary embodiment is similar to the first exemplary embodiment, but

MS_Audio_Type, Aux_Audio, Num_AV_Mapping_Descriptor, and 3D_Audio field

are defined in Audio Metadata Packet header.



[748] Table 96 - Audio Metadata Packet header

[749]

[750] Table 97 - Audio Metadata Packet contents

[751]

[752] 3D_Audio shows whether 3D audio is transmitted to the Sink from the Source.

PB0-PB2 of the audio metadata packet are included when the field value is set to 1.

On the other hand, PB0-PB2 are omitted when the field value is set to 0. The

definition of other fields is the same as the first exemplary embodiment.

[753]

[754] The third exemplary embodiment

[755] The third exemplary embodiment is similar to the second exemplary embodiment,

but Audio Metadata Descriptor is defined instead of AV Mapping Descriptor. This de

scriptor comprises AV Mapping information and Audio feature information (e.g.

Channel Count, Sampling Frequency, Channel/Speaker Allocation, Level Shift Value,

Downmix Inhibit, LFE Playback level information) for multi-audio on multi-stream

and each view.

[756] Table 98 - Audio Metadata Packet Header

[757]

[758] Table 99 - Audio Metadata Packet contents

[759]

Table 100 - Audio Metadata Descripti



B X - ) Rsvd (0) Rsvd 0) Rsvd (Of) Rsvd (0) R E L E R 0 L 0

PB(X+1) LFEPBL LFEPBL SF2 SF1 F O CC2 CC 1 CCO

1 0

PB(X+2) CA7 C A C A A4 CA3 CA2 CAI CAO

PB(X+3) Rsvd (0) Rsvd Rsvd ( ) D M INH LSV3 LSV L 3 1 L 0

[762] Each field of RE, LE, RP, and LO that are defined in PB(X+0) are used as they are

defined in the second exemplary embodiment.

[763] Each field that is defined in PB(X+l)~PB(X+3) is used in the same way as a field

that is defined in Audio InfoFrame of CEA-861-F standard.

[764] The following may be considered as an alternative of the third exemplary em

bodiment.

[765] -The structure of Audio Metadata Packet is maintained as a form of the second

exemplary embodiment.

[766] Audio Stream ID is added to a reserved area of the Header of Audio InfoFrame or the

Payload Byte. The Audio InfoFrame should be transmitted as much as audio streams.

That is, it is a method of transmitting a plurality of Audio InfoFrame by including

Audio Stream ID in Audio InfoFrame, instead of these fields that are defined in Audio

Metadata Descriptor PB(X+l)~PB(X+3) of the third exemplary embodiment that are

from the fields existing in Audio InfoFrame.

[767]

[768] The fourth exemplary embodiment

[769] The fourth exemplary embodiment is similar to the third exemplary embodiment but

in the fourth exemplary embodiment, one audio metadata packet includes only

signaling information on one view (content) by including AS_Major_ID, instead of

MS_Audio_Type, in header of audio metadata packet. According to this plan, four

audio metadata packets should be transmitted when transmitting Quad View, and each

packet may be identified as AS_Major_ID.

[770] Table 101 - Audio Metadata Packet Header

[771]

[772] Table 102 - Audio Metadata Packet contents

[773]

[774] In this plan, Audio Metadata Descriptors that are included in the payload comprise



feature information of multi-audios that are related to one view. Therefore, the first

Byte comprising LO, RO, LE, and RE fields are not needed unlike audio metadata de

scriptors that are defined in the third exemplary embodiment.

[775] Here, audio metadata descriptors that are placed in order indicate that they are de

scriptors that correspond to AS_Minor_ID according to the order. That is, the first

audio metadata descriptor means a descriptor of audio stream in which AS_Minor_ID

is 0. In a same way, the second audio metadata descriptor means a descriptor of an

audio stream in which AS_Minor_ID is 1.

[776] In contrary to the plan reflecting AS_Minor_ID implicitly as above, a plan of ex

plicitly including AS_Minor_ID field having 1 bit or more in the first Byte of each

audio metadata descriptor may be considered. For example, if it is wanted to be used

with ASP comprising 2 bits of AS_Minor_ID field, it should be defined by allocating 2

bits with AS_Minor_ID that is to be defined in audio metadata descriptor.

[777] The 4-1 exemplary embodiment

[778] Audio metadata descriptor may be defined as the following table. Here, each field

that is defined PB(X+0)~PB(X+2) may be used as the meanings of fields that are

defined in audio infoframe of CEA-861-F standard.

[779] Table 103 - Audio Metadata Descriptor

[780]

[781] The 4-2 exemplary embodiment

[782] Audio metadata descriptor may be defined by including AS_Minor_ID as the

following table, unlike the 4-1 exemplary embodiment. Here, each field that is defined

in PB(X+0)~PB(X+2) may be used as the meanings of fields that are defined in audio

infoframe of CEA-861-F standard.

[783] Table 104 - Audio Metadata Descriptor

[784]

[785] The AS_Minor_ID field may be defined in the reserved area existing in the structure

of the 4-1 embodiment without allocating separate Bytes.

[786] In addition, there is a plan of defining the size of AS _Minor_ID field bigger than 2

bits or less. Here, it is needed to define as same as the bit size of other packets (e.g.

Multi-Stream Audio Sample Packet, Audio Clock Regeneration Packet) that defines

AS_Minor_ID field.

[787] There is the following plan as an alternative of the fourth exemplary embodiment.



[788] AS_Major_ID and AS_Minor_ID are added in reserved area of header of audio

infoframe or payload byte. And audio infoframe should be transmitted in the number

of audio stream. Fields that are defined in Audio Metadata Descriptor

PB(X+l)~PB(X+3) are from fields existing in audio infoframe, and instead it is a

method of transmitting a plurality of audio infoframe comprising AS_Major_ID and

AS_Minor_ID to audio infoframe.

[789]

[790] 6-3 Signaling data modification plan -2

[791] An audio description packet includes information that describes a feature of the data

(e.g. language type, title, supplement) that are included in each audio stream is defined.

[792] The first exemplary embodiment

[793] Information that describes the feature of the data (e.g. language type, title,

supplement) that are comprised in each audio stream is included as the below table.

[794] Table 105 - Audio Description Packet Header

[795]

[796] Audio Stream ID is an identifier field to distinguish audio streams that are

transmitted from each view, also this field is defined in Multi-Stream Audio Sample

Packet and Audio Metadata Packet. Packets with the same value of this field are used

in audio stream transmission.

[797] Since EXD_Present (Extended Descriptors Present) is not defined in

Audio_Information_Descriptors_Present so the field value is set to 1 when extension

of descriptor is needed. Here, the first Byte of Audio Description Packet Payload is

defined as Extended_Audio_Information_Descriptors_Present field.

[798] Audio_Information_Descriptors_Present is a field which determines whether to

include certain descriptors in accordance with the setting of each bit. The Sub-field as

follows is included.

[799] Table 106 - Audio_Information_Descriptors_Present

[800]

[801] MLD, PSD, PD, and CAD each are fields indicating whether Multi-Lingual D e

scriptor, Primary/Supplementary Descriptor, Audible Position Descriptor, and Content

Advisory Descriptor are included or not.

[802] A detailed structure of the descriptor is described in the following table. Reserved

bits are space allocated to indicate whether the descriptor to be added in the future is

included or not.



] Table 107 - MLD(Multi-Lingual Descriptor)

] PB(X+0)
PB(X+1) I O_≤3£>_Language_C d ( Bytes)
PB(X+2)

] The type of language that is used in the audio stream may be described through

language code that is defined in the ISO 639 standard. However, it does not exclude a

language code in other standards.

] Table 108 - PSD(Primary-Supplementary Descriptor)

] If the PS field is 1, this indicates a primary audio, and if the PS field is 0, this

indicates a supplementary audio.

] If the value of the PS_Type field is 1, this indicates a primary audio, and if the value

of the PS_Type field is 0, this indicates supplementary audio.

] Table 109 - PS_Type field if PS is set to 1(primary audio)

]

] If field value of PS_Type is 0x00~0x7E, each field value indicates the type of

primary audio, and if the field value of PS_Type is 0x7F, PSD is extended to 2 Bytes

as follows and the second Byte is used as Extended_PS_Type field.

] Table 110 - PSD(Primary-Supplementary Descriptor) is PS_Type is set to 0x7F

]

] If Extended_PS_Type needs extension of PS_Type, Extended_PS_Type field may be

added when the value of PS_Type is set to 0x7F.

] If the field value of PS is set to 0, PS_Type works as a field informing type of sup

plementary audio. The field value of PS_Type means as the below table.

] Table 111 - PS_Type field if PS is set to 0(supplementary audio)

]



[819] If the value of PS_Type is 0x7F, Extended_PS _Type field is added and the specific

method is the same as described in previous paragraph.

[820] Table 112 - APD ( Audible Position Descriptor)

[821] PB - ) Audible Location Position

[822] Table 113 - Audible Location field

[823]

[824] Position field is the value indication of the position of the audio source within the

place designated as Audible_Location.

[825] Table 114 - Position field

[826]

[827] There may be several ways of describing the position. How far the audio source is

apart from a position printed from the video may be expressed in numbers (1, 2, 3. . .).

In other way, it may be defined to express certain positions by displaying position

value in accordance with Audible_Location. For example, if the Audible_Location is a

stadium, it may be defined as a broadcasting booth if the position is 0x00, as infield

bleacher if position is 0x01, and as outfield bleacher if position is 0x02..

[828] Content Advisory Descriptor (CAD) is defined as descriptor displaying the listening

rating of the audio stream as follows.

[829] Table 115 - CAD (Content Advisory Descriptor)

[830] P X +0 Rating_iype (4 bits) tin g value (4bits)

[831] Ratingjype is a field displaying the rating standard type by country and contents.

Rating_value displays a type of each rating that is determined in accordance with the

standard of Ratingjype.

[832] CAD may be used as the purpose for including rating information of the video stream

as well as the audio stream. To do so, additional modification of packet transmitting

CAD or new definition is needed. For example, there may be a way of including a de-



scriptor holding information as CAD by newly defining the video description packet,

separate from the audio description packet in which CAD is included. Another way to

do this is to include description information on Audio/Video stream contents by re

defining the audio description packet as AV description packet.

[833] When newly defining the Video Description Packet, at least the following in

formation should be included.

[834] (1) ID information connecting the Video Description Packet and video stream (view)

related to the video description packet.

[835] (2) ID information that may connect the Video Description Packet and the audio

stream related to the video description packet. The ID may have the same value as the

ID defined in the first exemplary embodiment or may allocate separate ID value.

[836] (3) The number of the descriptor, the type of the included descriptor, and the

extension flag of the header or the payload are included to load more than one de

scriptor to the payload.

[837] (4) Various information related to video contents such as the type of each video

content, position information of views in multi-view , and information for immersive

media, may be defined and included in various types of descriptors.

[838] Table 116 - Rating_type field

[839]

[840] Table 117 - Rating_value field

[841]

[842] Another alternative for describing CAD is as follows.

[843] Table 118 - Country_Code, Rating_Type, Rating_Value

[844]



ΡΒ Χ +0)
Country Code

ΡΒ Χ +1) Rating_Type

ΡΒ Χ +2) R ating_V al e

[845] It is a way of defining Country_Code by dividing it separately. There is a way of

defining Country_Code field by allocating one bit or more. In addition, this field may

be defined as the below table, or may be described as 3 bytes in accordance with ISO

3166 standard.

[846] Table 119 - Country_Code field

[847]

[848] Table 120 - Rating_Type field

[849]

[850] Table 121 - Rating_value field (if Country_Code is set to OxYY(USA))

[851]

[852] 6-4. EDID modification plan

[853] A flag that identifies whether multi-audio for a single view of a sink is supported or

not is added in EDID. The flag may be included in HDMI Audio Data Block and

VSIF(LLC or Forum), or may be included in a newly defined data block.

[854]

[855] 6-5. Definition of multi view field

[856] A field is added to describe support information of Dual/Tri/Quad-View or additional

Multi-view in Vendor-Specific InfoFrame and Vendor-Specific Data Block..



[857] The first exemplary embodiment

[858] The first exemplary embodiment adds a 3D_MultiView field to describe support in

formation of Dual /Tri/Quad-View or additional Multi-View in PB5 area of Vendor-

Specific InfoFrame.

[859] Table 122 - Vendor-Specific InfoFrame Packet Contents

[860]

[861] The 3D_MultiView field indicates whether video data transmitted as 3D format is

data of a normal 3D mode (transmission form before HDMI 1.4b) or data of a Multi-

View (Dual/Tri/Quad). The meaning of the content in accordance with this field value

is described in the table below.

[862] Table 123 - 3D_MultiView field

[863]

[864] Meanwhile, it may be modified to express Multi-View over Quad-View by defining

the size of this field as more than 3 bits. In this case, the above table may also be

extended.

[865]

[866] The second exemplary embodiment

[867] The second exemplary embodiment adds a 3D_MultiView field to describe support

information of Dual /Tri/Quad-View or additional Multi-View in PB7 area of Vendor-

Specific InfoFrame.

[868] Table 124 - Vendor-Specific InfoFrame Packet Contents

[869]



[870] The second exemplary embodiment adds 3D_MultiView similar to the first

exemplary embodiment. However, there is a difference in position that 3D_MultiView

is added to. 3D_MultiView is defined specifically in bit[5:4] within the structure of

PB7.

[871] In addition, 3D_MultiView may be defined in Vendor-Specific Data Block as the

below table.

[872] Table 125 - Vendor- Specific Data Block

[873] te 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

0 V endor- specific tag code(=S) Length (=N)
1 24-bit IEEE Registration Identifier (0x000C03)

2 (least significant byt e first)

3

4 A B
5 C D

6 Supports_AI DC_4ibit DC_3dibit DC O t DC_Y444 Rsvd(0) Rsvd(0) DVI_Dual

7 Max _TMD3_Clock
8 Latency_Fields I_Latency HDMI_ Rsvd(0) CNC3 CNC2 CNC1 CNC0

Vid _pre n
P ent Fields t

Present
9 Video_L atency
10 Audio_Latency

11 Interl ac d_V i de o_L atency

12 Interl aced_Audio_L atency

13 3D_present 3D_Multi_pre sent Im age_site MultiView RsvcVO)

14 HDMI_VIC_LEN HDM_3D_LEN

l (if HDMI_VIC_LEN>0)

HDMI VIC 1

HDM_VIC_M
(if 3D_Multi_present=01 or 10)

3D_3tructure_ALL_ 1 ..Ξ
3D_Structure_ALL _7. .0

[874] Multi-View field indicates Multi-View Capability of sink. Description for field

values is as the following table.

[875] In addition, it may be modified to define the size of the field as more than 3 bits, and

to express Multi-View over Quad-View the size of the field. In this case, the below

table should also be extended.

[876] Table 126 Multi View field

[877]



_Mul Vi ew Description
0 0 erv d
0 1 Dual view
1 0 Tti-V ie
1 1 Q ad- w

The foregoing exemplary embodiments are merely exemplary and are not to be

construed as limiting the application. The present teaching may be readily applied to

other types of apparatuses. Also, the description of the exemplary embodiments is

intended to be illustrative, and not to limit the scope of the claims, and many al

ternatives, modifications, and variations will be apparent to those skilled in the art.



Claims
A data transmitting apparatus comprising:

a block generator which generates an Extended Display Identification

Data (EDID) block regarding multi-channel audio data; and

a transmitter which transmits the EDID block to a data receiving

apparatus,

wherein the EDID block comprises at least one of a first sub block

which represents three-dimensional (3D) audio characteristics of the

multi-channel audio data, a second sub block which represents 3D

speaker placement information of the multi-channel audio data, and a

third sub block which represents multi- stream audio characteristics of

the multi-channel audio data.

The data transmitting apparatus of claim 1, wherein the first sub block

comprises at least one of a field representing information about a

number of 3D audio descriptors, and a 3D audio descriptor field which

represents information about 3D audio data supported by the data

transmitting apparatus.

The data transmitting apparatus of claim 2, wherein the 3D audio de

scriptor field comprises at least one of a first sub field which represents

format information of the multi-channel audio data, a second sub field

which represents a number of channels of the multi-channel audio data,

and a third sub field which represents sampling frequency information

of the multi-channel audio data.

The data transmitting apparatus of claim 1, wherein the second sub

block comprises a 3D speaker placement description field which

represents speaker placement information of the multi-channel audio

data.

The data transmitting apparatus of claim 4, wherein the 3D speaker

placement descriptor field comprises at least one of a fourth sub field

which represents information about a channel allocation standard type

of the multi-channel audio data, and a fifth sub field which represents

information about speaker placement and arrangement of the multi

channel audio data.

The data transmitting apparatus of claim 5, wherein the channel a l

location standard type is a channel allocation standard type regarding at

least one of 10.2 channels, 22.2 channels, 30.2 channels, multiple

channels comprising more than 30.2 channels, and multiple channels



comprising less than 10.2 channels.

The data transmitting apparatus of claim 1, wherein the third sub block

comprises at least one of a field which represents a number of streams

of multi-stream audio supported by the data transmitting apparatus, and

a shortened audio descriptor field which represents characteristics of

audio corresponding to individual streams of the multi-stream audio.

A data receiving apparatus comprising:

a receiver which receives an Extended Display Identification Data

(EDID) block regarding multi-channel audio data from a data

transmitting apparatus; and

an analyzer which analyzes the EDID block,

wherein the EDID block comprises at least one of a first sub block

which represents three-dimensional (3D) audio characteristics of the

multi-channel audio data, a second sub block which represents 3D

speaker placement information of the multi-channel audio data, and a

third sub block which represents multi- stream audio characteristics of

the multi-channel audio data.

The data receiving apparatus of claim 8, wherein the first sub block

comprises at least one of a field which represents information about a

number of 3D audio descriptors, and a 3D audio descriptor field which

represents information about 3D audio data supported by the data

transmitting apparatus.

The data receiving apparatus of claim 9, wherein the 3D audio de

scriptor field comprises at least one of a first sub field which represents

format information of the multi-channel audio data, a second sub field

which represents a number of channels of the multi-channel audio data,

and a third sub field which represents sampling frequency information

of the multi-channel audio data.

The data receiving apparatus of claim 8, wherein the second sub block

comprises a 3D speaker placement description field which represents

speaker placement information of the multi-channel audio data.

The data receiving apparatus of claim 11, wherein the 3D speaker

placement descriptor field comprises at least one of a fourth sub field

which represents information about a channel allocation standard type

of the multi-channel audio data, and a fifth sub field which represents

information about speaker placement and arrangement of the multi

channel audio data.

The data receiving apparatus of claim 12, wherein the channel al-



location standard type is a channel allocation standard type regarding at

least one of 10.2 channels, 22.2 channels, 30.2 channels, multiple

channels comprising more than 30.2 channels, and multiple channels

comprising less than 10.2 channels.

[Claim 14] The data receiving apparatus of claim 8, wherein the third sub block

comprises at least one of a field which represents a number of streams

of multi-stream audio supported by the data transmitting apparatus, and

a shortened audio descriptor field which represents characteristics of

audio corresponding to the individual streams of the multi-stream

audio.

[Claim 15] A data transceiving system comprising:

a data transmitting apparatus which generates an Extended Display

Identification Data (EDID) block regarding multi-channel audio data,

and transmits the EDID block to a data receiving apparatus; and

a data receiving apparatus which receives and analyzes the EDID

block,

wherein the EDID block comprises at least one of a first sub block rep

resenting three-dimensional (3D) audio characteristics of the multi

channel audio data, a second sub block which represents 3D speaker

placement information of the multi-channel audio data, and a third sub

block which represents multi-stream audio characteristics of the multi

channel audio data.
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